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FLUIDITY.

SECTION V.
STATICS OF FLUID BODIES.

CHAP'f ER I.
ON THE EQUILIBRIUM AND PRESSURE OF WATER IN VESSELS.

§ 272. Fluidity.-We regard fluid bodies as systems of material
points, whose cohesion is so feeble, that the smallest forces are suf.
ficient to effect a separation, and to move them an1ongst each other
( § 59) . Many bodies in nature, such as air, wa!er, &c., possess this
property of fluidity in a high degree? �ther bodies, on the contrary,
such as oil, fat, soft earth, &c., are fluid in a )ow degree. The former
are called perfectly fluid, the latter_ imperfe� tly fluid bodie� . Certain
bodies, as, for instance, paste, are intermediate between sohd and fluid
bodies.
Perfectly fluid bodies, of which only we shall subsequently speak
are at the same time perfectly elastic, i.e., they may be compressed
by external forces, and \\·ill perfectly resume their former volume after
of the �hange of volume
the withdrawal of these �orces. The_ amount
_e
corresponding to a certain pressure, is_ d1ffere�t fo� different fluidse. in
li,quid bodies this is scarcely perceptible, while 1n aeriform bodies
which, on this account, are also called elastic fluids, it is very gre at'
This slight degree of compressibilit_y of liquid bodies is the reason why
in most investigations in hydrostatics ( § 63) they are considered and
treated as incompressible or inelastic. As water, of all liquids, is the
�ne ��st generally diffused, and the most useful �or the purposes of
bfe,. 1t 1� taken as the representant ?f all these flui<ls,
and in the in
_
�e�hgat!ons of the mechanics of thuds, �ater on]y is_e spoken of, whilst
it 1s tacitly understood that the mechan1cal properties of other liqui
ds
are the same as those of \\•ater.
�rom a similar reason in the mechanics of the elastic fluid bodi
es
ordinary atmospheric air is only spoken of.

�rk.-A column of water of one square inch transverse section is compre11sed l
we
�f/1 0� 15 lbs., which corresponds ro the ntmospheric pressure, by about 0,000
�
05
_
O mt tont s of Its
volume, while the same column of air under this pressure w
�
ouiJ
compressed to one half of its origin vol
al
ume.

J
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§ 273. Principle of Equality of Pressures.-The characteristic
pro}?erty of fluids, ,vhich essentially distinguishes them from solid
bodies, and which serves as a basis of the Ia,vs of the equilibrium of
fluid bodies, is the capability of transmitting the pressure which is
exerted upon a part of the surj'ace of the fluid in all directions un
c�anged. The pressure on solids is transmitted only in its proper
direction ( § 83); ,,·hile, on the other hand, v1hen water is pressed on
one side, a tension takes place in the entire mass, which exerts itself
on _all sides, and may be observed at all parts of the surface. To
satisfy ourselves of the correctness of this law, we may make use of
�n apparatus filled ,vith ,vater, as is sho,vn in the horizontal section
ln Fig. 335. 1'he tubes .llE and BF,
Fig. 335.
&�., equally distant, and at an equal
--- -heig ht above the horizontal base, are ..closed by perfectly movable and accu•
rately fitting pistons; the water presses,
the,:efore, by its ,veigbt, as �trongly
aga inst the one piston as against the
other. Let us <lo a,vay with this pres
sure, and regard the '"·ater as del'oitl
ot: ,veigbt. Let us press the one piston
,v1t h a certain pressure P against the
,v�ter, this pre�sure ,vill then be trans•
nutted by the \Yater to the other pistons
)!, C, D, and for the restoration of equi
hbrium, or to prevent the pushing back of thes� pistons, it is requis!te
that an equal and opposite pressure P act agau1st each of these pis
ton�. We are, therefore, justified in assuming, that the pressure P,
?ct�ng upon a point .11 of the surface of the mass of water, produces
in it a tension, and not on]y transmits this in the straight 1ine .R.C,
but also in every othel' direction BF, DH, &c., to every equal area
of the surface C, B, D.
If the axes of the tubes BF, CG, &c., Fig. 336, are parallel to
eac h other, the pressures which act
Fig. 336,
upo:1. the!r pistons may be unite� by
addition into a single pressure; 1f n
be the number of the pistons, then
the aggregate pressure upon these
amounts to P = nP, and in the case
1
pres
e
nted in the figure P 1 = 3P.
;
ut now the areas F1 of the pressed
s_urfaces B, C, D, are equal to n
tunes the pressed surface F of the
one piston, hence n may not only
F
F
P1
be put = P1 , but also = _!_,
=
therefore
p
p
F
1 ,ve
If the tubes B C D form a sin le one as in Fig. 337, and ·r
'
t
·
' ' '
surirace, andP1
piston, F1 �then eeo1nes a SJngle
c]ose i· t by a sitJ gle
26

j·
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is the pressure acting upon it, hence there foJJo\\·s this general la,v
tlte pressure whicl-1, a fluid body exerts upon different parts of tlte side;
of a vessel, is proportional to the area of these parts.
F,g. 337.

}'ig. 338.

This la\'.- corresponds a]so to the principle of Yirtna1 ,·elocitie s. If
the piston .IJD=F, Fig. 338, moves inwards _ through a space .IJ.11 =s
it then pr� ses the column of ,voter Fs from its tube, an� if the plsto�
BE=F 1, 1t passes out\\·ards through the space BB1 =sJ1 1t then leaves
a spaC'e F1s1 behind. But_ since we have �upp�se<l that mass of \Vater
neither allows of expansion nor compression, its ,·olnme then by this
motion of the piston must remain unaltered, that is, the increase Fs
must be equal to the decrease F1 s1 • But the equation F1 s1
Fs
.
s
F
· th'1s proport·100 ,v1t
h th e proportion
gives _1 = -, and by comb'1n1ng
s1
F
se hence, there.1or
·
F 1.t follows that p1 = -,
P 1 = ___!
h
t'.
e,
t
e
_
me
ch
an
i
cal
1
p
s1
F
P
effect P1s1 = mechanical effect Ps ( § 80).

=

Exam ple. If the piston .11.D has a diameter of 1 ½ inc he�, end the_ pis_ ton BE one of 10
inches, and each is pressed by a force P of 36 lbs. upon tLe "vater, tLJs piston exerts a pres1600 lbs. If the first piston is JJushec.l forwards 6
lO' . 36
F p
sure p1
�
F1
l'5
27
.
9. 6
F
8
1
,j'
35
0,
by
1u.
back
go
'1
only
will
inches, tbe second
200
400
I
.
Rtmark Numerous applications of this law will come before us in the hydraulic
press, or water column machines, in pumps, &c.

=

=

=

=

=

=

T!te Fluid Suiface.-The gravity inherent in ,vater causes
all its particles to tend downwards, and they would actually so move
unless this motion were prevented. In order
Fig. 339.
to obtain a coherent mass of water, it is ne
cessary to enclose it in vessels. The water in
the vessel .llBC, Fig. 339, is then only in
equilibrium if its free surface HR is perpen
dicular to the direction of gravity, and there
fore horizontal, for so long as this surface is
curved or inclined to the horizon: then ther e
are elementary portionsE, F, &c., lying highe r
which, from their extreme mobility in virtue of
.
.
th�ir gravity, slide down on those below them, as if it were on
an in..
chned plane GK.

§ 274.
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Since the directions of gravity for great distances c.in no longer be
regarded as parallel, '"e 1nust, therefore, consider the free surfact>, or
the level of ,vater in a large vessel, as for example, in a great lake,
no longer as a plane, but as part of a spherical surface.
If any other force than that of gra\'ity act upon the particles of
,�ater, the fluid surface in the state of equilibrium, ,•,ill be perpen
dicul ar to the direction of the resultant arising from graYity an<l the
concurrent force.
!f a vessel .lJBC!, Fig. 340, is mo,·e<l for,varcl horizonta1ly by a
uniformly accelerating force p, the free
Fig. 340.
surface of the ,vater in it ,vill form an
inclined plane DF, for in this case
every element E of this surface ,vii!
be impelled down,vards by its \\"eight
G, an<l horizontally by its inertia P =
p
G, there '"ill then be a resultant R,
g
'"hich will make \\'ith the direction of
gra vity a uniform angle REG = a.. This angle is at �he same _time
the angle DFHwhich the surface of the "'ater makes \\'1th the hor1zou.
It is determined by tang. a. = !._ = E..
g
G
If, on the other hancl, a vessel ./lBC, Fig. 341, rotates uniformly
about its vertical axis XX, the surface of the
Fig. 341•
water then forrns a ho11o"' surface.lJOC, "·hose
sections through the axis are parabolic. If
be the angular ,·elocity of the vessel and the
\vater in it, G the ,veight of an element of
'�'ater E, and y its distance JllE from the Yer
heal axis, "re shall then have for the centri•
fugal force of this ele1nent F = w2 G Y ( § 231 ),
g
anc.1 hence for the ano-le REG = TE.Jt.f = 41,
which the resultant makes with the vertical
or the tangent to the water profile ,�ith the horizone:
(,,) y
F
-·
tang. qi :;=
=
G
From this, therefore, the tangent of the an�le which the line of contact
makes ,vith this ordinate, is proportional to the ordinate. As this pro
perty belongs to the common parabola ( § 144), the ,·ert}cal �ec!ion
.ll_eOC of the surface of "·ater is also a parabola \\'hose axis co1nc1Cles
,v1th the axis of revolution XX
If a vessel .llBH be moved i� a vertical circle, Fig. 342, unifor�y
about a horizontal parallel axis C, the surface of the ,vater ,viJl
form .1n it a cyJindrical surface with circular sections DEH. I f "'e
prolo�g the direction of the resultant R of the grav�ty G, a!1d the
cen�r1fugal force F of an element E to the inters�ctlon O ,vith the
vertical CK passing through the centre of re,·olution, we shall then
Co)

R

2
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obtain the similar triangles ECO and
EFR, for which
OC = FR = G
EFB F'
EC
but now, if ,ve put the radius of gyrat ion
EC = y, and retain tbe last notation, p
= ,/'· Gy, it follo,,·s that the line
g
30 2 2936
32, 2
g
= 2=
( )=
COB
u2
c.>
(3,141 6)2
if u represents the number of revolutio ns
per minute . As this vaJue of CO is one
and the same for all the particles of ,vater
it foIJo,vs that the components of all th�
particles forming the section DEH are
directed to,Yards 0, and hence the section perpendicular to the direc
tions of these forces, is a circle described from O as a centre. --\ c..
cording to this, the surfaces of '"ater in the buckets of an overshot
wheel form perfect cylindrical surfaces, corresponding to one and the
same horizontal axis.
§ 275. Pressure on tlte Botto1n.-The pressure of ,vater in aeves..
sel .IJBCD, Fig. 343, immediately un..
Fig. 343.
<ler the "'ater level is the least, but becomes greater an? greater i !l proportion
to the depth, and 1s greatest immediately
abo,·e the bottom. To proYe this gene
rally, let us assume that the level of the
water IfoR0, ,vbose area may be p0 i s
uniformly pressed by a force P0, for ;x_
ample, by the superincumbent atmo
sphere, or by a piston, and let us sup
pose the whole mass of ,vater divided by
horizont al . planes, as !f1 R" H2R2, into
equally thick strata of ,vater. If now
� be the thickness or the height of such a stratum, and r the density
of water we shall then hav e the ,veight of the first stratum G1 = F'Ar
and hen�e the entire pressure on the sub�acent ,vat�r : P1 � P0 + F:'Ar�
If we divide this pressure by the area F1 of the follow_1ng hor!zont al sec
tion H1 Ri> \\'e shall obtain the pressure for each unit of this surfa ce :
F
J small disP1 + � - o ,..., or since F , on account of the infinite]v
F - F ' ,, '
l
tance b�tweer: HORO and HJ R1 , is infinitely little different from FO)
and may be substituted for this: p1 = p0 + "''Y, ,vhere Po represents the
external pressure on the unit of surface . The pressure of the suc
ceeding horizontal section H2 R2 may be d�termine<l . as e�actly as the
pr_e�sure of the stratum H1 R1, if we take into cons1d�rahon that the
1n1t1al pressure upon the unit is no,v p 1 = Po + '-'Y, whilst it was then
only Po· The pressure in the horizontal stratum H,,R2 then follo\vs :
P2 = Pi + ,.,.. = Po + ,.,, + �r = p0 + 21.r ; like,vise the pressure in
Fig. 342.

u
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the third stratu m H3 R - p + 3,.,,, in the fourthe= p0 + 4'-r, and in
L
the nth = p0 + n�y. .Hut no,v 11). is the clepth G0 Gn h of the nth
str�tum below the level of the water, hence the pressure upon each
unit of surface in the nth horizontal stratum may be put : p = p0 + hr.
The depth It of an element. of surface belo\v the water ]eve], is
called the ltead of water, and the pressure of ,vater upon any unit of
�urface may from this be found, if the externaJJy actiog pressure be
increased by the ,veight of a column of water ,vhose base is this unit,
and \vhose height is the head of ,vater.
The bead of water /1, on a horizontal surface, for in tance, on tJ1e
bottom CD, is at all places one and the s�mee; hence the area of this
surface
F, and the pressure of water against it ise: P = (p0 + llr)
P F}:,0 + Fli,y
P0 + Fhr, or if ,ve abstract the outer pressuree:
P Fh"I. The pressure of u,ater against a horizontal surface is there
fore equivalent to the wei.ght of the superincumhent column of water Fh.
This pressure of ,vater against a horizontal surface-a horizon
tal bottom, for instance-or against a horizontal part of a lateral
,,�au, is independent of the form of
Fig. 344.
the vessel ; \vhether, therefore, the
\'essel .!JC, Fig. 344, be pri matic
as a, or wider above than belo,v as
b, or \vider belo,v than above, as c,
or inclined as d, or bulging out as e,
&c., the pressure on the bottom ,rill
he al\\•ays equal to the ,veight of a co
lum n of "·ater whose base is the bottotn
and ,vhose height is the depth of the
bottom belo\v the level of the ,vater.
As the pressure of water transmits itse]f
one
_ all sides, this la,v is therefore ap
plicable ,,·hen the surface, as BC, Fig.
345, is pressed upon from below up
wards. Every unit of surface in the
strat um Jyiog in BC is pressed by a
column of wnter of the height JIBe=
RK = Ii ; consequently, the pressure against CB = Fllr, F being the
area of the surface.

=

=
=

=

Fag. 345.

=

Fig. 346.

It further follo\\'S from this that the '-v ater in tubes communit•ating
'\\'ith each other .IJBC and DE}', J.,�ig. 346, \\'hen equilibrium subsists,
stands equally Ligh, or that the t\\·o l e Yels .llB andEl' are in one and
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the same horizontal plane. For the subsistence of equilibrium, it is
requisite that the stratum of ,vater HR be as forcibly pressed down
wards by the superincumbent column of ,vater ER, as pressed up
wards by the mass of ,vater lying belo\Y it. But as in both cases the
surface pressed is one and the same, so must the bead of ,vater in both
cases be one and the same, therefore the level .llB must stand as high
above HR as the le¥el EF.
§ 276. Lateral Pressure.-The Jaws found _above for the pressure
of water against a horizontal surfa�e, are not_ <l1re�tly applicable to a
plane surface inclined to the horizon ; for 1n tlus case the heads of
water at different places are d�erent. The pressure p = lt-y on each
unit of surface \\'ithin the horizontal stratum of water, ,vhich ]ies a
depth Ii belo\.v the level, acts in all directions ( § 273), and consequently also perpendicular to the
Fig. 347.
fixed lateral ,valls of the vessel
"'hich _ (from § 128) perfectly coun�
teract 1t. If no w F1 be the area of
an element of a lateral surface .llBC
Fig. 347, and '11 its hea d of ,vate;
FH, ,ve shall then }1a ve the norm al
pressure of t �e ,vater against it : p
= F1 • li1r ; 1f F,. be a second ele:
ment of the surface, and lz2 its head
of "'ater, "�e shall_ then have the
normal pressure on 1t : P = Flz
and for a third element 3 = Jil h2"1 '
3 3'Y,
& c. These normaI pressures for
m
of
parallel
system
forces, ,vhose
a
resultant P is the sum of these pressures; therefore P = (F h + F7i
+ . . . ) "I· But now, further, F1h1 + F,.h,. + . . . is the s�� of th�
statical moo1ents of F1 , F,. , &c., ,vith respect to the surface OHR of
the water, and = Fh, F representing the area of the ,vhole surface
and h the <lepth SO of its centre ?f gravity below the level ; hence:
the aggregate normal pressure against the plane surface is P = Fh
We mean here, by the head of ,vater of a surface, the depth SO
its centre of gravity below the level of the ,vatere; the general rule
therefore, is true thate: t!Le pressure of water against a plane surface �
equivalent to the weight of a column of water wliose base is the surface
and whose ludght is the head of water of the surface.
It must further be stated, that this pressure of the ,vater is not dependent o� th� quantity of
Fig. 348.
water ,1:h1ch 1s before or
belo\V the pressed surface
that therefore, for example'
a flood-gate, -(J.C, _eFig. 348:
under otber,v1se similar cir
c um stances, has lo sustain
the same pressure, whethe r
the ,vater to be dammed up
be that of a small sluice

P

�f
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.IJ.CEF, or that of a ]arger dam JJ.CGH, or that of a great reser'foir.
From the breadth .11.B = CDB= b and height .11.D = BC = a of a rectangular flood-gate, F = ab, and the head of ,vater SO = a ; hence
2
the pressure of water

a r=
-½ a2 by.
2
Therefore the pressure increases as the breadth, or as the square of
t he height of the pressed surface.
P = ab •

. &ample. If the ,vnter stand 3j feet high before a boarcl of oak 4 feet broad, 5 feet
high, and 2] inches thick, whnt ,vill be tlte force required to tlr1nv it qp 1 Tbe volume
25
of the bonrd is ,1 . 5 . 5
cubic feet. If nou• ,ve take the JensHy of oak saturated
t3
24
\vith water from § 58 at 02,5 x l i l 1
67,3 lbs., the ,veigbt of this board will be .

=

G

= � . 07,3 = 280,5 lbs.

=

Tho pressure of the ,vnter against the board, aocl also ti.le

pressure of this Inst against the guides ,vil1 be:

= ! . (!)• .

=
=/ =

=
=
=

4 . 62,5 49 . 30,25 1531,25 lbs.i if no,v ,ve take the co-efficient
P
of friction for ,vet ,voocl from § 161, f
0,68, the friction of this board against its
gui�es ,vHl be F
1041,25 lbs. If to this be ntlded the
0,68e. 1!>31,25
P
\Ve1ght of tbe board, \Ve shall obtain the force required to pull it upe= 1041,25 + 67,3
1 108,55 lbs.

=

§ 277. Centre of Pressure.-The resultant P = Fhr of the col
lect ive eleme ntary pressures J;h,r,
Fig. 349.
F2h'}:r, &c., h as, like every other
sy�te m of parallel forces, a definite
point of application, which is caJJe<l
th� centre of pressure. Equili 
bnu m wiH subsist for the wl1ole
pressure of the surface, if this point
be supported. The statical mo
ment s of the elementary pressures
F1ll t"t, F2hi''t, &c., with respect to
t 1 e plane of the level OIIR, Fig.
349, are :
F
1h 1r . /1 1 = F1li/r,
2
F2h2 'Y, &c. ; t11erefore, the statical
mom ent of the ,vhole pressure with
respect to this plane is : (F h 2 +
Fih22 + . . . ) 'Y• If ,ve put the distance KJ,f of the centre J,f of this
pressure fro1n the le\"'el of the water = z, we shaJl then have the mo
ment of pressuree= Pz = ( F1 h1 + F2li + . • . ) zr, and by equating both
mom ents, the depth in question of the'l centre Jr! belo,v the surface :
F1h/' + F-=-=
2 2i + . .
+ --==--=---F2 hs' + . . , or = _..!..-.!.-�,.,, - -=-=-F1 h1 'l 1• :......---,
Fh
,
Flitt + F2ll2 + • •
if, as before, F represent the area of the whole surface, an� h �e
depth of its centre of gra-vity belo,v the snrface. 'fo determine this
p ressu re completely we must know further its distance from another
plane or line. If we put the distances F,, G , F G , �c., of the _ele
2 i
1
ments of the surface F. &c . , from the line .llC which determines
Fl J'
ll
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the angle of inclination of the plane = y1y2, &c., we shall then
have the moments of the elementary pressures with respect to this
line = F1h1y{t, F2hJJ2r, &c., therefore, the moment of the ,vho)e sur
face = (F/1,1y1
r ; and if ,ve represent the dista nce
F2hJJ<J
MN of the centre N from this line by v, ,ve shall then have the mo
ment alsoe= ( Flh1 F'°...h2
vr; if, lastly, '\'e make both mo ments
equal, we shall obtain the secon d ora·1nate :
_ F1 1y1 + F2 2y2
F'J 2
0 V = F/1 1y1
or ,
""'·
.
Fh
Flhl
F,h2
If a. be the angle of inclination of the plane .II.BC to the horizon
and x1 , x , &c., the distances F1 R1 , F'J R2, &c., of the elements F p'
&c., as Jike,vise. 1t the distance of the c�ntre of pressure .Al froO:' th�
line of rntersechoo .llB of the plane with the level of the water, we
shall then have:
h1 = x1 sin. a, h'J = x2 sin. a, &c., as well as z = u sin. a. .
and if these values be put into the expressions for z and v, we 'shal l
then obtain :
2
F
+ F;x2• + . . = mom_ent of inertia, and
x
1
1
u =
statical moment
F1x1 F2x2 + . .
trifugal moment
y1 ___F
F1x1:;_;;_
tJ'Y<J
V = ciC
•-=-=-= censtatical
. moment •
F1x1 Fsxs + . .
We may, therefore, find the distances u an<l v of the centre of
pressure from the �orizon!a! axis .IJ Y, _and from the axis .llX formed
by the line of fall, 1f ,ve d1Y1de the statical moment of the surface with
respect to the first axis, once bf its mo?lent of _inertia ,vith respect
to the same axis, and a second time by 1ts centrifugal moment with.
respect to both axes.e. The first �istanc� is at o�ce t�e distance of
the centre of suspension from the hne of 1ntersechon with the Hne of
the water (§ 251). It is easy to see that the centre of pressure coin
ci<les perfectly with the centre of percussion, determined in § 270 if
the line of intersection .fl. Y of the surface with the level, be regarded
as the axis of revolution.
If the pressecl surface is a rectangle .llC, Fig. 350, with horizontal
base CD, the centre of pressure �[ will he found in the line LK let
fall upon CD bisecting the basis, an<l will be �istant ! of this lin e
from the side J1lJ in the surface of ,vater. If th1s rectangle <loes not

+

+
+
+

+
+
+

h

+ . .)
+ . .)
+..
+••

h

h

i!J

+..

+..

Fig. 350.

Fig. 351.

r\

Fig. 352.

K
I --

8

:rvl

L

---- .

B

C

reach the surface as in Fig. 351 , if further the distance KL of the
lo\ver base CD from the surface be lv and that of the upper base
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.llB = !2 , ,ve then have the distance KJ.f of the centre of pressure
from the fluid surface:
3
l
-l
/
2
z . _..:,____;::...2 .
u == .2_
1 s_z
For the case of a right-angl�d triangle .llBC, Fig. 352, whose
base .IJB lies in the fluir) surface, the distance KJJI of the centre of
pressure M from .IJB (§ 223), u = k F · 12 = ½ l, if l represent the

½ F. l

.
he

ight B C of the triangle, and the distance of the same point from

the other leg, as this point in every case Jies in the line CO bisecting
the triangle, "'hich passes from the point O to the middJe point of the
base, NJtf = v = ¼ b, where b represents the base .IJB.
If the point C lies in the surface, as in Fig. 353, therefore, the
base .llB belo,v this point, ,ve ha\·e
h
½ Ft•
KJtt = u = -- = f l and .N�I = v = . - = j- b.
2
t Fl

t

Fig. 354.

Fig. 353.

If _ethe "·hole triangle ABC, Fig. 354, be under ":ater, if the base
_
.11.B is at a distance .IJH = l2, and the point a distance CH = lt
from the surface HR, we then have the distance Jt.fK from the sur
face JIR :
2
)
l1
l,
-;
T� F (l1 - l2)'J + F ( l2
u

+

=

l,-; l,)
+
I.
F(
2
?.
l
(2
l1)
+
l
l
+
)
�
(
'l
- ,1a l 2
+l

,)
½ (2 l2
2
2
3 l1 •
.2 l1 l2
/1
_
2 (ll + 2 12)
In a similar manner the centres of
pressure may be determined for other
.figures.

+

+

E.t:amplt. Whnt force K must be expended to
dra,v up n trnp-door .llC turning about Rn nxis
�F, Fii. 355 ? Lee its lcngll1 C.1.1.
l¼ feet,
lts breadth E�'
Ji feet, its weight = 35 lb5. ;
futthor, lhe tli tnnre CK of the axis of revolu
tion C from the surface HR, n1easured in the
the door,
l foot, arid the angle of
plane
68°.
inclination of this plane to tbe horizon

=

=

,,r

27

=

=

Fig. 356.
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The pressetlosurface is F = :!_ . :'i =� sqnnre feet,onndtbo heatlof1,vnterortbe tleptb of
2 4
8
its centre of gravitybeto,v the surfuc-e, h = HSsin.oa.=o(HC+ CS) ,in. a. = (HC +i .AC) ,i11•
.
13 .
1 3 . 0 0271 8
5
t 5067 1ie
°
°
eet ,. hence, the
1
1
_
.
_
111,.
nn.
68
)
a.
68
+
(
S
2 4
H
15 . l,50G7 • 60
1 SG,4 5 lbs. The
Fhy
pressure of ,vater on the surface is·. P
8
arm of this force nbout the axis of revolution is the distance CM of the centre of pres.
sure M from this axis·I thereforeo= H!tf - HO

=-

=

2

/,a _ i.s

l_ 2

=

=

'

-, ,

=

=

(49)3- (4,j )3 _ 1 = _I . 729 - 64 _ 1

= a · zI,_,i. - :r · (9) •- (4 )'
.i

6

•

81 - 16

4
186,45 . 0,705
0,705 ft. i hence the statical moment of the pressure of ":ater
l3J,46 ft. lbs. If tl>e centre of gravity S of tho trap-door hes about half the length
5
feet from the oxes of revolution, the arm CD of the weigbt of the
_2_ •
CS
8
2 4
5 0,3746
5 .
68°
.
a. =
0,2341 ft., and
revolving door will be = CS

=

-l

=

=�

=

co,.

co,.

=

8

=

=

8 35 • 0,2341
8, l 0 ft. lbs. By the additio
hence the statical moment of this weight
of both moments, ,vo obtain the whole 1noment for drawing up_ the ll'np-door
13l 4�
if the force K for this effect act at the arrn C.11.
+ 8,19 139,65 ft. lbs.; and
1'25
I
•
6
3
.
,
tl
b
9
;;
l l n I'-u,,.
1
feet, its amount w1· e
1,25

=

=

=

=
=

= --- = "

§ 279. If water presses against both sides of a plane surface .fl.B
Fig. 366, there arises from the r.esultant forces correspon<;fieng to th;
two sides a new resultant, ,vh1ch is obFig. 356.
tained by the subtraction of the form er
because these two act oppositely to each
other.
If F is the area of the pressed portion on
the one side of the surface .ll.B, and h the
depth AS of its centre of gravity below the
level of the ,vate r ; further, F1 the area of
the portion .ll.1 B1 on the other side of the
surface, and h1 the depth ..i1 81 of its cen
tre of gravity belo,v the corresponding Ie,·el
Fhy- F h1'Y
of the water' ,ve then have for the resultant sought, P
1

=

= (Fh - F1h1 r•

.
.
the
of
fi_u1d
moment of inertia of the first portion
)

surface with
If the
respect to the line in which the plane of the surface intersects that of
the water,
Fx"', the statical moment of the pressure of water of the
one side is, therefore, = Fx9- . r ; if, furt her, the moment of inertia
of the second portion v.•ith respect to the line of intersection with the
second surface of ,vater = Fx 2, the statical moment of the pressure
?f water of the other side ab�ut the axis lying on the second surface
1s then
F1x/r. Further, if the distance Jl./J1 of the axes = a we
th �n obtain the augmentation of the last moment i n its transit frorr: the
axis .IJ1 to the axis .fl,
F1/z 1 a 1, and hence the statical moment of the
pressure of ,Yater with respect to the axis in the first surface
F1 h1 • a .
F1 ali1 ) 'Y·
1 x/,-r
(F1 x/·
From this, then, tt 1o1Jo,vs that the statical mon1ent of the differe
nce

=

=
.

-- F_

=
+

,y =

+
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of_ both mean pressures = (Fr - F1x12 - a F1h1 ) 1, ancl the arm of
! his latter force, or the distance of tbe centre of pressure from the axis
1n the first surface of ,vater is :
u

=

Fr- - F1x12 - a F1h1

---.,.....=....�=-=-__:__:

Fli - Flhl
If the portions of surface pressed are equal
F'i,:r. 357.
t o one another, "vbich takes place ,vben, as
}'ig. 357 represents, the entire surface .11.13 is
belo w the w·ater, ,ve have then more simply
P
F (h - 1t1 ) r and u = /1, ; the last, be
cause Ii - li1 = a, and x1 ,. = :if - 2 a h +
a2 ( § 2 1 7). In the last case, therefore, the
pressure is equivalent to the weight of a co
lumn of water, whose base is the surface
pressed, and ,vhose height is the difference of altitude R H1 of both
surfaces of ,vater, and the centre of pressure coincides ,vith the centre
of gravity 8 of the surface. This law is also further correct if both
surfaces of ,vater are besides further pressed by equal forces, for ex
ample, by a piston or by the atmosphere. For this pressure upon
each unit of surface = p, and therefore the correspoucling height of
a colum n of water x = P ( § 275), we ha�e then to substitute for h,

=

"t

h + x, and for IL1 , li1 + x ; and by subtraction, ,ve have the residuary
force P = (h + x - [h 1 + x] ) Fr = (lt - h1 ) Py. For this reason,
the pressure of the atmosphere in hydrostatic investigations is gene
rally left out of consideration.

Example. The height .118 or the upper surtitce of '\\•arer in a canal, Fig. 356, amounts
to 7 feet, tLe water in the lock stands 4 leet high at the sluict:1•J!'dte, aucl the breadth of the
canal an<l of the lock rncnsure 715 feet, ,vhat mean pressure has the 1,luice·gate to
sustain? 1t is F
4 . 7,5
30 square feet. Further, h
52,5, and F.
7 . 7,5
1
7
7
•f
1 7" = _
49 and :r,l
2 feet, a = 1 - 4
ant! h 1
3 feet,z'

;,.. • = -2

, 3 · ·•
l

All

=3

J6 ;

=
= 2_ =

=

=

=

=

= _3 .

henco it follows, that the mean pressure sought jse: P

= (52,5 . !_ - 30 . 2) . 62,5 = 123,75 . 02,5 = 7734,375 lbs. ; and
2

point of application bclo,v the surface of the ,vater is:
52.5 . � - 30 . � - 3 . 00
:3
:J
5175
u=

7
_ 00
52,5e.
2

=

=

3

= (Fh ..-- F h ) ,1 J

the depth of its

' = 41 182 feet.
= li3175

·. § 280 . Pressuere in a Definite Direction.-[ n many cases it is _ of
1 por!a nce to
know only one part of the pressure acting in a definite
�
direct ion upon a surface. In order to find this component, we resolve
the n_ormal pressure MP = P of the surface JJC = F, Fi_g. 358, i!1
! he given direction JtfX, and in the directio n .illY perpendicular to it
tnto t\vo component pressures .'!J[P = P and .1l1P = P� . Let a be
.
')
th_e angle PJ.fX, \Vhich the normal1 in thep given clirect1on .lfX makes
,v1th the component, \\Te shalJ then obtain Jor the components; P1 = P
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Fig. 358.

and P2 = P sin. "· Let a pro
jection .fl B1 CD of the surface AB be
made on � plane at right angles to the
given <lirectione.JlfX, we shall then have
for its area F1 , the formula F1 = F . cos .
./J.D.JJ , or since the angle of inclina
tion AD.111 of tbe surface from its pro
jection is eqllal to the angle P�fX =
a. bet\veen the normal pressure P and
its component Pl ' ,ve then have F1 = p
F
cos. a., or in\·ersely : cos.
� and
F
hence P1 = P . ;•. But as the normal
cos.

Cl

a. =

pressure P = Fliy, it follows finally that P1 = F1!ty, i. e. the pressure
witli which water presses against a surface in a given direction, is equal
to the weight of a column of water wliich hasfor base tile projection of
tlie suiface perpendicular to the given direction, and for height the
depth of the centre of gravity of tlie suiface below that of the water.
It is important, in most cases of application, to know only tlJe verti..
cal or the horizontal component of the pressure of ,vater against a
surface. Since the projection at right angles to the vertical direction
is the horizontal, and the projection at right angles to the horizontal
direction, a vertical projection, the Tertical pressure of water against
a surface may be found, if the horizontal projection or its trace be con..
sidered as the surface pressed, and on the other hand the horizontal
pressure of the water in a�y direction may be �lso found, if the verti
cal projection or the elevation of the surface at right a?gles to the give n
direction be considered as the surface pressed, but 1n both cases the
depth of the centre of gravity of the surface below that of the ,vater
taken as the head of water.
For a prismatic dam .llCH, Fig. 359, the longitudinal profile EG
for the horizontal pressure of the
water and the horizontal projec
Fig. 359.
tion EL of the surface of water
for the vertical pressure must be
regarded as the surfaces press
ed. Hence, if the length .11.G of
the dame= l� the height .ll.E h
and the front slope EF = a w�
have then the horizontal pres�ure
h
of the water = lh . "f = 1 h2 z,,
..,

=

2

2

·
h r _1
an cl 1·ts vertic
al pressure = al . allzr. If now, further, the
=
2
2
upper breadth of the top of the dam = b, the slope at the back
= a1, an<l the density of the mass of the dam = r1, we then have CD
the
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weight of the dam

i:= (b + a � a1) hl-,

1,

sure of this against the horizontal bottom

= ! alh,, + (b +

a

1
hl,,1
� a)

-[!

ay
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and the whole vertical pres

+

(b

+

a

1
! a ) ,,1] l,l.

If we put the co-efficient of friction = f, then the friction or force to
push the dam forward is :
a1
F ;.

[!

ar

+ (b +

a!

) r1

]fol•

In the case where the horizontal pressure of the water is to effect thi!i
displacement, we ha\·e :
I i
a + a1 y J fhl, or more s1mp
· Iy :
=
1
h lr [ 1 ar+ b +
2
2
2
1
h = f [a + (2 b + a + a1 ) : ] .
'fherefore, in order that the dam may not be pushed a,vay by the
water, we must have :

)

(

h < f [a

b

+ (2 b + a + a1)�], or,

> ![(; - a)� - (a + a )].
1

For safety ,ve assume that the base of the dam is quite permeable,
on which account there is further a counter pressure from below up
wards == (b + a + a1 lh,, to abstract, and we may put
h < f [(2 b + a + al) (� - 1 )-al]•

)

Example. The density of the mass of a clay dam is nearly twice as great as that of
Water, therefore,?:!.. == 2 and �- 1
1 ; hence, for such a dam we may put simply

=

,,

h ::::,. f (2 b+ a). According to experience, a dam will resist a long time if its height,
slope and breadth at the top are equal to one another; if in the last formula we put
h=a b == a, then/e=- � whence we must in other cases put:3
)'

h=

-¼-[(2 b + a + a,) ("; - 1) -a1 ], and for clay dams especially,e,\ - T (i 6·

+ a), .and inversely, b = 3 h2- ae. If the height of the dam be 20 feet, and the an,le
of slope • = 36 , the slope a will be
== h cotg. • = 20. cotg. 36 = 20 . 1,3764 = 27,�3 feet,
and hence the upper breadth of the dam I, = 60- 27'53 :s 16,24 feet.
2
°

°

§ 281. Pressure on Curved S'uifaces.-The law found _in the I.fast
paragraph on the pressure of water in a definite direction 1s true only
for plane surfaces, or for the separate elements of curved surfaces, but
not for curved surfaces in general. The normal pressures 00 the
·
separate elernents of a curved surface may be resolved
i�to lateral
_
components parallel to a given direction and into others acting in the
plane normal to i� ; these components for� a system of parallel forces,
whose resultant gives the pressure in the given direction, and these
•27
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components may be reduced to a resultant, but the t\\'O resultants
admit of no further composition ,vhen their directions do not intersect.
It is not possible in general to reduce the aggregate pressures against
the e]ements of a curved surface to a single force, .but particular cases
present themsel,es where this composition is possible.
Let Gi, G2, G3, &c., be the projections, ancl Iii, h2, lt3, &c., the
heads of water of the ele1nents F1 , F2, F3 , &c., of a curved surface
"\\·e then have the pressure of \\•ater in the direction perpendicular t;
the plane of projection :
P1 = ( G1h1 + G2h2 + G3ll3 + . . . ) r,
of the surface of water .
and its moment \Vith respect to the plane
P1u = ( G1h12 + G2h22 + G3/t32 + . . . ) "I·
If the curved surface pressed upon can be decomposed into
elements which have a uniform ratio to their projections, ,ve may
then put
Fs &c.,B= n,B"e
Fi
Fi = 1 th en have:
=,
Gl

Pl

G'}.

_ (F/t1

) _

G3

F'J,h'J,
(Flhl + F'Jh2 + , ·)
___,;........ + --'---- + • • • "I - __::_--=------=-....:�- r'
n
n
n
or, since the ratio of the entire curved surface F to its projection
F 1. s = n,
G, i.. e. G
p1 = FA 'Y = Glir ; in this case we have, as for every plane sur
n
face, the pressure in any directi?n eq � iva]ent to the \veight of a pris m
of water, ,vhose basic surface 1s at right angles to the projection of
he curved surface in the given direction, and whose height is equal
to the depth of the centre of gravity of the curved surface below the
surface of ,vater.
So for example, the vertical pressure of water against the envelope
'
of a ?onical \'essel .11.C!J, filJed with water, Fig.
Fig. 360.
360, 1s equal to the \ve1ght of a column of ,vater
which has the bottom for its base, and t,vo-thirds
of the length of the axis C.Af for height be
cause the horizontal projection of the envelo'pe of
a right cone upon its base, as likewise the en
velope, may be resolved into exactly similar tri
angular elements, and because the centre of
gravity 8 of the surface of the cone is distant
two-thirds of the height of the cone from the
vertex (§ 110). If r be the radius of the base
and h the height of the cone, we shall then hav�
the pressure against the bottom = ,o.'J.h,y, and the
2
¥ertic
- � pressure against the envelope = rtr'-lll'f, but as the bottom is
3
.
rigi'dlY connPcted with the sides, and both pressures act opposed
to
Pach other? the force ,vith ,fhich the vessel is pressed downwa
rds by
the water 1s :

• •

•
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!

- ;) nr2hr = nr2� =
to the weight of the whole mass of \Vater. If the bottom be separated
by a fine cut from the envelope, this will then press with its full force
,cr/"f do\vnwards, or on its support, an<l on the other hand it ,vould
be necessary to hold down the envelope with a force � ,crhr to prevent

·

= (1

its being raised off.

.RcmaYk. From this the force ,vbicb the steam of a steam
engine or the water of a ,vater-column machine exerts on t!Je
piston is indepeudent of the form of tue piston. Whether the
surfac� of pressure be aug1nented by being hollo\ved out or
rounded, the pressure '\V ilh which the steam or ,vater pushes
forward the piston is equivalent to the produce of the cross
section or horizontal projection of the piston and the press1 re
on a unit of surface. The pressure on the larger surface of! a
funnel•shaped piston .O.B, Fig. 361, whose greater radius C.11.
'1TrJ)1 an<l
GE = r,, is
CB = r nrul lt!sser radius GD
the reaction upon the envelope = ff' (r - r ') P i hence, the
residuary ctfcc1ive pressure iso= ,,,-rp -,,, (r1- r,g) P = ,,,r,9J>
;::= the cross section of the cylinder multiplied by the pressure
on a unit of surface.

=

=

Fig. 361.

=

§ 282. Horizontal and Vertical Pre;.sure. Whatever may be the form of a curved surface,
.IJ.B, Fig. 362, the horizontal pressure of the water
against it is ahvays equil'alent to the '"eight of a
column of water, ,vhose base is the vertical
Fig. 362.
projection .JJ1 B1 of the surface perpendicular
to the given direction of pressure, and whose
height of pressure is the depth CS of the
centre of gravity S of the projection belo,v
the surface of water. The correctness of
this follows directly from the formula P1 =
( G1li, + G2li2 + . . . ) r, when ,ve consider
that the height of pressure l,.,1 , h2, &c., of the
elements of the surface are also the heights
of pressure of their projections, that, there
fore, G1!,.,1 + G2h2 + . . . is the statical
moment of the ,,,hole projection, i. e. the
product Gh of the ,·ertical projection G and
the depth li of its centre of gravity belO\V the surface of water. We
haye here, therefore, again to put P = Gltr, and to consider h as the
1
he��ht of p�essure of the vertical proj
ection.
.
Ihe verttcal section ,vhich divides a vessel containing \\"ater into
two equal or unequal parts, is at once the vertical projection of the
two pa:ts, but th_e horizontal pressure on one part of t�e �all of the
'e.essel is proport1onal to the product of its vertical proJech on and to
the depth of its centre of gravity below the surface of the water, con
sequently the �orizontal pressure on a part of the ,vall ofthe vessel is
exactly equal 1n amount to the oppositely acting horizontal pressure
on the part opposite, and consequently the t,vo forces balance each
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other i n the vessel ; the whole vessel is therefore equally pressed by
the enclosed water in all horizontal directions.
If an opening O be made in the side of a vessel HBR, Fig. 363
the part of the pr�ssure c_orres�onding t�
Fig. 363.
the section of this opening disappears
=.-= -- and the pressure on the oppositely situ:
ate<l portion of the surface F now comes
into action. Whilst, therefore, the ,vater
flo,,·s out at the lateraJ_ aperture, an equ al
distribution of the horizontal pressure no
longer takes place over the ,vhole exte nt
and there ensues a . reaction opposit e t�
the motion of the flo,ving ,vater: P = Fhy, F being the proje ction of
the aperture, and h the height ?f press�re of its projection. By this
reaction the vessel may be set into motion .
The vertic� pressure of \\'at�r is P1 = G1h i-1 a�ainst an element of
surface F1, Fig. 364, of the sHle of the vessel, since the horizontal
projection G1 may be regarded as the transverse
Fig. 364.
section, and the height of pressure lt1 as the
....--height, an� therefore G1lz 1 � s the volume of a
prism,equ1va]ent 1o the weight of a colu m n of
,vater HF1 incumbent on the element, and reach.
ina the surface of the ,vater. The eleme nts of
th: surface which make up a finite part of the
bottom, or side of the vessel, hence suffer a ver
tical pressure ,vhich is equiva]ent to the ,veight
of all the incumbent columns of "·ater, i. e. to
the weight of a column of water incumbent on
the whole portion. Let this volume = Jr1, ,ve
then obtain for the vertical pressure P
For another portion .fl1 B1 , ,vhich l�es verticaiG
above the �ormer, ,ve have ��e \"ert1cal pressure
opposed to 1t Q = �2'Y ; but if both portions are
rigidly connecte� with � ach other, there results
from the two forces the force achng ,·ert1cal1y <lown,vards R
( V1- V2) "I= Vy = to the weight of the columns of water cont�ined be
tween the two portions of the surface. If, lastly, ,v� apply this law to
the ,vhole vessel, it follows that the aggregat� vertical pressure of the
water against the vessel is equivalent to the weight of the enclosed mass
of water.
§ 283. Tliiclcness of Pipes.-The app_lication �f the �a\vs of the
pressure of water to pipes, boilers, &c., 1s of particular importance
That these 1:essels may adequately resist t�e pressur� , an� be pre:
ve�ted_ bursting from its effect, we must give a certa�n thickn ess to
their s1<les, correspondi oO" to the head of water and the internal width
The bursting of a pipe �ay take place in various ways, viz., trans:
,•ersely or lo�gitudinallye; the latter happens more frequently than the
former, as will be soon understood frorn what follo,vs.
The width of the pipe BD = 2r, Fig. 365, and the head of "'at�r

=v

=
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Fig. 365.
CK h, therefore the pressure o n a unit of
----surface p-hr , \\,.e then have the whole pressure in the direction of the axis of the pipe
= terp= nr'lfiy ; if the thickness of the side
.JJ..B = DE=e, we then ha ve the transverse
sectio n of the mass of the pipee= " (r+e)z
-rcr2= 2 rcre+nei = 2 rtre (1 + ; ),eand if
,,.
lastly ,ve put the modulus of elasticity = K,
we then have the pressure for rupture over
the ,vhole section of the pipe
=2 rcre ( 1 + e ) K,
2e,:
for this reaso n we h ave now to put :
e ) K=t<rp,
2 nre ( 1 +
2er
or approximately and more simply 2 e K=rp,
and hence the thickness of the pipe e = rP = phy . In order,
2K
2K
therefore, to avoid any transverse rent i n the pipe or in the boiler,

the thickness of the sides must be made e >

;k.

Of all longitudinal

re nts, AE, LII, &c., those running diametrically, such as .llE, take
place the most easily, because they have the smaJlest area , whe n ce
we must only take these into account. Let us consider a portion of
a pipe of the length l, a nd let us have regard to the occurrence of a
rent of the length l, we then obtain a transverse section of the surface
of separation = le, and hence the force for rupture in this surface leK.
For two oppositely situ ated rents this force is = 2 leK, ,vbilst the
pressure of ,vater for each half of the pipe is proportional to the trans
verse section 2 rl, and hence ise= 2 rlp. By equating the two ex
pressions, it follows that 2 leK = 2 rlp, i. e. e K = rp, therefore the
thickness e = rp . To provide against longitudienal rents, the sides
K
mt1st he made as thick again, as to provide ag ainst transverse rents.
Fro1n th e formula e = rp = rhr , it follows that the strength of

K

K

-similar pi,pes is as the toidtlLS and as tM Mads of water or pressures
up�n a unit of fur.face. A pipe three times the ,vidth. of another,
which has five times the pressure to sustain on each u n it of surface
that the other has, must have its sid es fifteen times as thick.
Hollow spheres, "·hich hal"'e to sustain a pressure p from within
on each unit of surface require a thick ness e = rp , because here
'
2K
tbe projection of the surface of pressure is the greatest circle "r', and
th e surface of separation the ring 2 ttre (1 + e , or approximately
)
2r
for a smaller thickness = 2 ttre.
The formula found give for p = o, also e = o, for this re ason,
•
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therefore, pipes which have no internal pressure· to sustain, may b e
:made indefinitely thin ; but as each pipe must sustain a certain pres
sure from its own weight, ,ve must still gi,·e to it a certain thick
.
, ness e1 , to obtain the strength of a tube which wiH resist under all
circumstances. Hence, for cylindrical pipes or boilers we must put
• e =i . e1 + r; , oremore simply, if d represents the interior diameter of
_
the pipe, n the pressure in atmospheres, each corre�ponding to a column
· of water 33 ft. high, and ,,. a number from ex�er1ment e == e1 + µnd.
From experiments made we mu�t take for pipes of
. e -== 0,00086 nd + 0,1 2 inches
.
•
Iron plate
.
• e = 0,00238 nd + 0,33 "
•
Cast iron
. e = 0,00148 nd + 0,1 6 "
.
•
Copper •
•
.
. e =- 0,00242 nd + · 0,20 "
Lead •
•
• e = 0,00507 nd + 0, 16 "
Zinc •
•
.
. e = 0,0323 nd + 1,04 "
Wood •
•
•
• e = 0,0369 nd + 1,15 "
Natural stones
• e = 0,0538 nd + 1,53 · "
Artificial.stones
..
.
.
'

, E:campU. If.a perpendicular water-colun:1n machine has cast,iron pipes of 10 inc .
hes
i
Fr
inner ,vidth, how thick must these be at J 00, 200, and 300 feet depths?
om
th
.
e ior.
,mula, for 100 feet pre�ure, this tbickneg is :
. 100 .
0,33 � 0,40 inches 1.•
0,33
0107
JO
0,00238 . ·
·
. 33
·
a_nd for 300 feet pressure, = 0,22 +
0,�7 in�hes;
0,33
for 200 feet,o= 0,14
0 33
0,5:S inches. Cast iron conducting pipes are commonly prQved at 10 atmospheres 1fcor
.which reason, e 0,0238 . d 0,33 inches; therefore, for pipes of 10 inches widtho'tl
' ie
0,57 inches must be given.
. thickness e
0,33
0,24
Jlmw.rk,. The thickness of the sides of steam•boilers will be considered in the Sec
Part. Concerning the theory of the :strength of pipes, a treati1e by Brix, in the ,, nd
Jiandlungen des Vereins zur Beforderung de·s Gewerbfleiszes in Preuszen," Jahrg er1834, may be consulted. The technical relat�on_s �?d the_ provin� of pi�es are fully t,e::�
·of in Hagen's u Handbuch der Wasserbaukunst, vol. 1., and JD Gen1eys' "Essai sur 1 .
es
,,
•
·moyens de conduire,
. &c., 1es eaux.

=

=

=

=

+

=

+

=

+

=

+

+

V

· [For � view of the general principles gove!ning the construction and
·strength of cylindrical steam-boilers, t�� ed1t?r may refer to his paper
·on that su bject read befo�e the. Frankhn · In_shtute, July 26, 1832, and
.published in its Journal, 10 ,vhich the relation st�ted 1n the text
be..
tween the strength required in the direction· of t�e curvature and' that
in the direction of the length of the tube or boiler, was pointed out
acc_ompar!ied by a_ table o� diam�te �s an� thickne�ses �f b oilers, with
the tenacities per inch of iron required in each direction for a given
· .pressure. See, likewise, American Journal of Science and· Arts' vol·
,xxiii. No. I. ]

CH.AP T E R II.
ON THE EQUILIBBJUM OF WATEll WITH OTHER BODIES

§ 284.e_ Buoyancy.�� body immer$ed under water is pressed upon
,by the water on all sides, and . no_w the question arises as t o the
♦

•

•

•

•

•
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amount, direction and point of app1ication of the resultant of all these
ress�es. Let us imagine this resu_ltant to consist of a l"errical and
�
a horizontal c omponent, and determine these forc es according to the
rules of § 282. The horizontal pressure of the water against a sur
!'ac� is equivalent to the horizontal pressure against its ,·ertica1 pro
Jechon! but now every projecti?n of a b�dy,
Fig. 366.
-f!.C, Fig. 366, is at the same time the proJec--- hon of the fore part .llDC and the back part
.IJB C of its surfaceh· Lenee, also, the horizontal
'
.
press ure of water against
the back portion of
the surface of a body is equal in amount to that
of the front portion, and as both pressures a�e
exactly opposite their resultant = 0. As this
relatio n takes ;lace for every arbitrary hori
zontal direction, and the vertical projection
corresponding to this, it follows that the result
ant of a]I the horizontal pressures is nothing; that, therefore, the body
./JC belo,v the \Yater is equalJy pressed in all horizon_tal dire�tions,
a�d for this reason exerts no effort to move for,vard 1n a horizontal
direction.
· To find the vertical pressure of the ,vater against the body BCS,
F. ig. 367, let us suppose it made up of verF,g. 367•
b c al elem entary prisms, .llB, CD, &c., and
d�ter ine the vertical pressures on their ter•
�
1nahng surfaces .Ji and B, C and D. If the
enghts of these prisms are l , l , &c., the
1
!l
epth
s of their upper extremities B, D, &c.,
�
eJo,v the surface of ,vater JIR : li1 , h2, &c.,
and the horizontal transverse sections F1 F2,
&.c:, ,ve then have for the vertical pressures
acting from above downwards against the
extremities, B, D, &c., = �l1, r, F li;y, &c. ;
2
1
on �he other hand, the pressures
acting from below upwards and
against the extremities .fl, C, &c., = F, (h + l ) r, F (h + l ) r,
2
1
2
1
2
c
.
& ; and it now follo,vs, from a composition of these parallel forces,
that the resultant P
F1 (l,1 + l1 ) r + F2 (Ii,h+ l,) r + . . . - F1h1r - F2h2r - · . .
. = ( }"\l, + Fll'l + . . . ) .,, = v.,, ,
1f V repr
esents the volume of tbe immersed body or the ,vater dis
p1 ac ed.
Titerifore the buoyancy or the force with which the wafer strive� to
push a body immersed frorn, below upwards, is equivalent to the 1,Detght
of water displaced, or to a quantity of water which has the same volume
as the submerged body.
Furt her, to fincl the point of application of this resultant, Jet us put
the distances Jl.11., eel, &c., of the elementary columns .llB, CD, &c.,
from a verti�al plane JIN : a 1 a , &c., <lnd ?etermin� the mom�nt� of
2
the forces ,v1t h respect to this1 plane.
If S JS the point of app�ca�on
of the np\vard pressure, and 88 = x its distance from that pr1ncipal
1
plane, we shall then ha ve :
•

1

=
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Vr . x = F1 li'th. a 1 + F l2r . a2 + . . ; and hence,
X p1 ll al + F'J 12 all + . .
V
t al + v:.t. a, + . . , if V V &c
. , re�
,,
i'
---=____:;_--=---�:___=..--=--- = __!_;!.--=:...-::c
vi + vs + . .
Fi l1 + F2• l2 + . .
.
present the contents of the elementary co� umns. S1nce (from § 100)
the centre of gra\-ity is accu rately determined by the same form ula, it
follows that the point of application S of. the upward pressure coincides
with the centre ofgravity of tlie water disp_lac�d.
.te .
10
aJ?opposi
acting
body
direction
§ 285. The weight G of the
associates itself ,vith the buoyancy of the body immersed or und er
,vater and from the two there a rises a resultant R = G - V,y or
(, - 1') Vr, if e be the specific gravity of the body.
If the mass. ot the �o<ly be homog�neous, the
Flg. 368.
centre of gravity of the displaced water will coincide
,vith that of the body , and hence this point will
be the point of application of the resultant R • but
if th�re be not �om?geneity, then .these centr�s of
graV1ty do not co1ncHle, _and the point of application
of the resultant R deviates from both centres of
gravity. Let us put the horizontal distan ce SIL
Fig. 368, of both centres of gravity from each other'
= b, and the horizontal distance 8.11 of the point of
application .fl sought from the centre of gravity s
dis�lac�d waterh= a, we shall have the equaof the _h
tion Gb = Ra, from which 1s given :
Gb= Gb
a = G-p·
R
.
.
gravity,
o\\·n
the three following
to
1ts
left
be
1.,o<ly
If the immersed
cases may present themselves. �ith_er the specific gr�vity of the bod y
is equal to that of the water, or 1t 1s greater, or 1t 1s less !ban the
specific gravity of the water. . In the _firs! c�se the buoyancy 1s equ al,
in the second it is Jess, and 1n the third 1t 1� �r�ater tha� the ,v eight
of the ,vater. Whilst, in the first case, equiJ�br1um subsists between
the weight and the buoyancy, the body must 1n the second case sink
with the force G- Vr = (, - 1 ) Vr, and, in the
Fig. 369.
third case, rise with the force V,y - G = (1-, )
on only as long as the mass of
Vy. The rising goes
f
water V1, cut of from the plane of the s? rface and
displaced by the body! has the same weight as the
entire body. The weight G = V , r of the body
BB1 , Fig. 369, and the b �oyancy P � V1,, now
constitute a couple, by which the body 1s made to
revolve until the directions of both coinci<le, or until
the centre of gravity of the body lies in one and the
same vertical line ,,·ith the centre of gravity of the displaced water.
The line passing through the centre of gravity of the floating body
and through that of the displaced water , is calle<l the axis of.floatation .
an<l on the other hand, the section of the bo<ly formed by the plane
t� e. surface of the water, the plane offloatation . Every plane whicof
h
d1,,des a body, so that one part is to the whole as the specific gravit
of the body to that of the fluid, and that the centres of gravity of y
the

=
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two parts lie in a line normal to this plane, is a plane of floatation of
the body.
§ 286. Depth of Floatation. If the figure and "'eight of a floating
bod y be kno,vn, the depth of immersion may
be calculated beforehand, with the help of the
Fig. 370.
previous rule. If G be the weight of the body,
we may then put the volume of the displaced
. wit
. h .1t the steG ; if ,ve combine
\\'ater V = _

reometrical formula for the volume V, ,ve shall
obtain _ the equatio� of condit!on. �ence, �or
the pnsm .IJBC, Fig. 370, with vertical axis,
for example, V = Fy, if F represent the sec
tion and y the depth BD of immersion, Fy =
!!. and y = G . For a pyramid .IJBC, Fig. 371, whose ,ertex
'Y

floats under the ,vater, V = if y3, if f represents the section at the
<listance of unity from the vertex ; hence it follo,vs, that :
,,

Fy

!f '!I = �• and hence the depth

CE

Fig. 37 1.

=y =

j��-----=

Fig. 372.

For � pyramid .Ii.BC, Fig. 372, floating "'ith its base beJow the water,
the d1 �tance is gi,,en CE = y1 of the vertex from the surface, from
the height h of the entire pyramid, if we pute:
V = ff (11' - y/), y1

=

___

;;.._

J h' - ��-

For a sphere .llB, Fig. 373, \\•ith the radius C.11.
Fig. 373.

28

Fig. 374.

=

r,
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V=

" y2 ( r - �) , hence we shall have to solve the c�bic .equation

'!I - 3 r y2 + 3 G = O, to find the
,cy

depth of immersion

DE of the

sphere.
.
.
.
,
axis
Fig. 374, of · a
For a floating cylinder .llG , with horizontal
radius BC = DC = r, if a.0 be the angle. BCD _subten_,ded at the
y
centre by the arc immersed, the · depth of 1mmers1on .IJE
r
we
e�sed,
im
must
put the
�
(1 _ cos. · l •), but to find tht! arc
volume of the water displaced - to the segment 2 less the triangle
r-sin. •e
, multiplied by the length GKB=- l of the cylinder ; therefore
'
2
G
.
lr
.
· a.-sin.
2G
(a. - sin. a.) _ == -, and sol,,e the equat100
a. = ___
·
by

= =

<✓

2

:

•

r

°'

lr2r '

approximation, with respect to a.•

,.

.Example,.-1. A wooden sphere, of 10 inches dicuneter, floats 4¼ inches deep
, tiie
,.

. then :
. 1s
volume of water u1splaced by 1t
w . 8t . 7
9
w (_
V
5 - -)

·
5 · ,.
·
222.,6 cub'1c inches,
--=
--=
=
8
8
6
1 os
rJS
.
1t2
=
cubic inch
=
.,
,
whilst the solid contents of the sphere are
6
6

9
= 2 )' (

67

6

tr .

tr

es.

c inches of the anass o� the sp�ere weigh as mu�h as 222,66 cubi
From this, 5�3,6 cubie
c
_
inches of water, and 1t follows that the specific gravity of the former 1s:
_ 222.66
:-.
O ..()It
523,6
2. How deep will a wooden cylinder of J O inches diameter and specific grav it
y1
·
J l . ry
w
r
• - •in.a
3352e·, now a table of s
- 1 ,e
fr • = 0,42.:.
., • fr 0,425 sin k ? ___ - ---,--eg.
Ir,
2

• - -- === ,..-" • •

36

,.

=

=
ments gives for the area • -;n.• = 1, 2 66 of a circular segment, the angle subtended
at the centre t,y the �re . = 16 , and for • -: . • - 1,34487, the same angle
=
3 7

0

n

°

1 67 ° ; hence, simply, the angle subtended at the centre corresponding to the slic
e
·
1,3352 is:
°
7 54
.
32766
1,
60
1,3352
0
0
1 660 26' therefore the depth
16
1
11 = 1 660
17:.! 1
1,344tS7 - 1,327 66
of immersion :
5 . 0,881 9
4,41 inches.
y = r ( 1 - co,. ¼ •)= 5 ( 1 - co,. 83° 1 3')
6

+ ---------::-:-• =

;

+ -- =

=

=

. · § 287. The det�rmination of the depth of immersion occurs chiefly
1n the case of ships, boats, &c. If t�ese ha\·e a regul�r form, the
depth may be calculated from geometrical formulre ; but 1f this regu 
larity fails, or the law of configuration is not kno,vn, or if the form is
very �omplex, the depth of immersion must then be determined by
experiment.
An exam.eie of the first case is in the body .ACLEG (a pointed scow),
represe?ted 10 Fig. 375, bounded by plane surfaces. It consists of a pa 
�allelopiped .RC E, and oft wo four-sided pyramidsBFG and CEL, form
ing the head and the stern,
. and its plane of floatation is composed of a
parallelogram MS, . a�d t,vo trapezium� MO and SU, and cuts off a
bulk of water, cons1shng of a parallelop1ped MCS, and t\\·o triangular
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prisms PNR, and two quadrilateral pyramids BQP. If we put the
length .11.D of the midllle portion = l, the breadth .llF = h, and the
Fig. 375.

depth AB = h; further, the length GJVof each of the two ends = c,
and the depth of immersion, i. e , BMB= CT = y, the immersed
part MCS of the middle portion ,vill be : = �IN x .A,J T x .MB =
lby. The base of the quadrilateral pyramid BQP is BM. BR, and
the height PJ, hence the solid contents of this pyramid = ½ B.M. BR
. P J. But now :
BP
BJlf
y
by
BJlf = y, BR =
=
BH
. BII =
.b=
.

and likewiseh:

B.11.B

BG

PJh=

h'

h

cy
y
,
.
G
W
=
/
1,
C
=
A

BM

h
B
hence the contents of both pyramids areh:
b y cy = bc'JI
= 2 . ½ •y. h
. h ¼ h2
The transverse section of the triangular prism

-

-

c y cy2
RHO is = ½ R Q . P J = ½ y .
=
and the side
T 2h,
b
Rll = QN= b - ;: = b (1 - f),

hence the solid contents of both prisms are :
2
z
y
(1
Y)
hcy
c
(1 - Y)·
2
.
=
=
b
.
It
2/i
Ii
h
By addition of the three Yolumes found, the ,·olume of the '"ater dis
placed is kno,vnh:
2
b
y
.
+
v = bly ½ hcf + c _ bcy3 = (z + :JI_ � ! . :l)by
'J
//l

/i

Now the gross weight of the boat

/t2

=

( l + ci - ¼ . f,)

/t

fl

G, ,ve then ha,e to put ;
by1 = G, or,

2
3 /1. G _ o
h
3
l
,.,3 - 3 lly
, ,,:1 - -- • y + �- y
c
be"/
�he de pth of immersion y is determined from the loading by the solu
tion of the last cubic equ ation.
i
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Examplea.-1. If the lenglh of the middle portion I _: 50 feet, the length of �itch en,t

=
=
=

=

=

co
1 5 feet, the breadth b
4 feet, with a depth of im1ner
12 feet, and the <leplh h
_
t.11on lJ
:2 feet, thf'I whole ,veight amount<i to
7,5-1,25) . 24 . 02,5
87235 lbs.
G
(50-t- 1 5 . 1-! . 1 5 . (f )�o. 12o. 2 . 62,5
(50
2. lf the clear wei�ht of ilil'I Jorn1Pr boat nn1ount to 50()(){) lbs., ,ve shall hnve for the
0. By trial, it is cn!lily fonn<l that
<lepth of irrunersion: yl- J '.?y'-160y 20:2,02
1, 17, ,vhcnco the depth of in1•
this equation nu,y be ans\\'ereJ. pretty accurately br y
mersion sought may be taken ns E,rreaL
Remark. To kno,v the w<•igLt of tho load of a ship, a �ale is nttnohetl to both sides
,vhich is called n \\'ater-gangc. The cli\'h•ions are matle fronl expcrin1ent, while it is 0i,:
served ,vhat loru.ls corrcspontl to definito i111mer!.\ions.

= +
+
=

=

=

§ 288. Stability.-The Boating of bodies takes place either i n an
upright or an oblique position ; anti fu�ther, with
_ or \\'ithout stability.
A body, a ship, for example, floats uprightly, tf one plane through the
axis of symmetry is a plane of symmetry of the body ; an<l a bo�y floats
obliquely if it is not divided by any of the planes, ,vhich may be car
ried through the axis of floatation into two congruent halves . A bod
floats ,,;th stability, if it stri\ares to maintain its f:ltate of equilibriu�
(compare § 130); if, therefore, mechanical effect is to be expended to
bring it out of this position, or if it returns of itself into a position of
equilibrium after having been drawn out of one. On the other band
a body floats ,vithout stability if it passes into a ne,v position of equi�
librium after having been brought out of one by a shock or blow.
If a body .JlBC, Fig. 376, floating at first uprightly, is brouo-ht into
an inclined position, the centre of gravity 8 of the water di�placed
passes from the plane of symmetry EF, and assumes a position 8 on
the lar�er half immersed. The buoyancy .applied at 8 : P = V1, �nd
the weight applied at the centre of gra\'1ty C of the body, viz. G
= - P form a couple hr ,vhich (§ 90) a revolution is produ�etl.
About whatever point th1s revolution may take place, the point c
yielding to the weight G, will always go down, and 81 1 or anothe;
point .At of the vertical 81 P, ol,edient to the force P, will rise, there
fore the plane of symmetry, or of the axis EF of the ship, will be
drawn downwards at C, and upwards at M, and hence it wiJI remain
upright if M, as in the figure, lie above C, or incline itself still more
Fig. 376.

Fig. 377.

as i � Fig. 377, if � lie be]o\\' C. From this, then, the stability of a
�oa ;in! body, or ship, is dependent on the point Jt.f, in which the ver
tca t ough the centre of graYity 81 of the displaced water inter
;
sects t e plane of symmetry. This point is called the rnetacentre.
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It follows, therefore, from this that a ship or other body floats with
stability if its metacentre lies above the centre of gravity of the ship,
an<l without stability if it lies below, lastly if the t"·o points coincide,
it is in a state of indifferent equilibrium.
The horizontal distance CD of the metacentre J.f from the centre
of gravity C of the ship, is the arm of the force of the couple consti
tuted of P, and G = - P, and hence the moment of the last is the
measure of its stabilitye= P . CD. If we represent the distance CJ.f
by c, and the angle of re\'o]ution 8Jvl81 of the ship, or of the plane of
its axis, by 41 °, ,�e obtain for the measure of stability 8 = Pc sin q, ; and
this is, therefore, the "'reater, the greater the weight, the greater the
distance of the meta�entre from the centre of gravity of the ship,
and the greater the angle of inclination of this last.
§ 289. In the last formula, 8 = P c sin. 4>, the stability of the ship
<lepend s principally oa the distance of the metacentre fro� the centre
of gra\'ity of the ship ; it is hence of importance to obtain a formula
for the determination of this distance.
Fig. a7s.
In the transit of the ship .llBE, Fig.
-378, from the upright into the incline<l position, the centre of gra,·ity
8 advances to 81 ' the space HOH1 is
clra\vn out of the ,vater, and that of
R ORJ sinks beJo"', and the buoyancy
on the one side is thereby cli1ninished
by a force Q acting at the centre of
gravity F of the space JIO�, and
on the other side increased by an
equal force Q applied at the centre
of gravity G of the space R ORJ .
Therefore, the buoyancy P applied
a! 81 repJaces the buoyancy P, ori
ginally applied at 8, and the couple
( Q,-Q), or \Vhat comes to the same thing, an opposite force applied
at 81 keeps in equilibrium a force-P applied at 8 together \\'ith a
c�uple ( Q,-Q), or more simply, the couple (P,- P) is in equilibrium
,v1th tlle couple ( Q,-Q). If now the transverse section HER=H1 ER,.
of the part of the ship immersede= F, and the section HOH1 = R O�
of the space by which the ship is drawn up on the one side, and down
on the other = F1 ; if, further, the horizontal distance KL of the
centre ?f gravity of these spacese= a, and that of ..'4/T of the cent:es
of gra,,.ty 8 and 81 , or the horizontal projection of the space 881 �� 1ch
8 descnbes during the rolling = s we have then from tht: conditions
of eq ui lib riu m of the two couples : '
a
Fs = F1a, hen ce s = F1 a and 8.J[ = .Jl! T = . s = FF! .

.
. ,r
_ h� hne
C�J

F

sin. 41

stn. �

sin. 4'

= c, appearing as factor in the measure ? f the sta�
bihfy is = CS + 8.lt [; hence, if further, '\'e represent the chstance C::,
28·
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of the centre of gra,·ity C of the ship from the centre of gravity of the
displaced water by e, we obtain the measure of the stability
8 = Pc sin. t = P

(1;,a +

e sin.

t).

If the angle of revolution be small, the trans,erse se�tions HOH1
and ROR1 may be regarded as eqnaJly smaJl triangles ; . if ,,·e �epre
sent the breadth HR = �R1 of the ship at the place of 1mmers1on by
b, we may then put
b
F1 = ½ . ½ b . ½ b qi = j- b2 qi, and KL = a = 2 · '5' = J b,
2
is :
as also sin. cf> = t, from which the stabiJ ity
a
b +
e t) = (1 ! Ji' + e) p cf> .
S = p ( i2 i,

If the centre of gravity C of the ship coincides with the centre
of gravity S of the displaced water, "'e then have e = 0, hence :
b3 • P qi, ancl if the centre of gravity of the ship lies below
8=
12 F
that of the displaced water, we then have e negative ; hence 8 =
b3 _ e) 4i. It follows also that the stability of a ship is
P
nothing,
( 12
F
l
.
.
b
e
b
t'
h
if e e negative and at t e same 1 me =
12 p"
It is seen from the results obtained, that the stability comes out
greater, the broader the ship is, an<l the lower its centre of gravity
lies.

Example. A rectangular figure ./JD, Fig. 379, of the breadth
..ilJ b, height .IJE
h, and depth of immersion EH= y,
Fig. 379.
y
Ji- i hence, the amonnt of stability
F by, and t
2
'
b
or if the specific gravity
is: S Pi> ( :S - �
12 by
�
2
of the mass of the body be put
1
h
b'
S = P t (- - - (l - 1)
)
2
12 h1
Hence, the stability ceases if b'
6 It' • (1 - 1)1 i. t., if
-- b
b
✓6 • e(1-,). Fore• = ½ - = ✓I · ½ = ✓ ½
h
h
1,225 ; if, therefore, the breadth is not 1,225 of the height, the body will .float without
any stability.

=
=

=
=-

+ 1'..),

=,

-=

=

=

[The principles explained in this section apply not only to the con
struction and use of vessels of every description, and to the ballasting
and ladi�g of ships themselves, but likewise to the loading of floating
docks with vessels, including their cargoes or armaments. The form
of_ thee_floating mass, and the position of its centre of gravity, together
with its .absolute weight, must be taken into account, as well as
the d_ens1ty ofethe liquid in which it floats. Thus, a floating dock
. the form of a rectangular prism, capable of being
D, Fig. 3791, 1n
closed at the �nds after ha,1 ing received the ship S, and of being freed
from water, will be subject to exact calculation, if its weight and centre
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of gravity be known, together \\·ith the weight of the vessel and its
centre of gravity. Example. -Admitting that Dis 90 feet wide, 36 feet
Fig. 379 1 '

high from b fo t, and 250 feet in length-that its \veight, including
ballast, is 3860 tons, anJ that its centre of gravity c is four feet above
the botto1n d ; also that the ship SJ, weighing 5200 tons, has been re
ceived and securely shoared in place, having its centre of gravity c1
25 feet vertically above the bottom of the keel, supposed to be 1 foot
X 5200
= 1 4,92
above c, then the common centre of graYity C is 26
9060
ft. above the point c, an<l 1 8,92 feet above the bottom of the <lock. The
total displacement in sea water (64 lbs. per cubic foot) ,vill be 337500
cubic feet ; and, consequently, in a state of repose, it will sink to the
3375oo = 15 feet.
HR will be the " load line, 'e' and
depth of bH =
250,90
the common centre of gra\·ity of ship and dock C ,vill be 3,92 feet
above it. ShouJd any force acting in a horizontal direction careen
the �ock so as to make the angle .llwH = 4> == 22° 25', depressing
t�e side .IJ.H, 18 feet, ,vhat force must be applied 25 above the ,va_ter
line to keep the dock in this position, i. e. ,vhat is now the restoring

The centre of gravity of the original quadrantrular _prisrn of _dis
.
placement �/7> 1s
at 0, that of the new triangular pn_sm E-(Jb JS at
01 • Th� w�1ght of ship and dock C acting at the p�1nt C 1s 9060
tons, which 1s also the force p of the prism of ,vater acting up,vard at
power9
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O1-tencling to restore the position of the <lock. The original centre
of displacement O is 18,92 - 7,5
1 1 ,42 f�et belo,v the centre of
gravity of ship and dock.
The area of the immersed section which is transferred by the
careening from one side to the other is 401,5 sq. feet, and the distance
40l 5 · 58 >5
1 7,4
e1 0 = the
transferred ii1 58,5 feet, hence
90 . 1 5
horizontal distance, the centre of the "-·hole displacement has been
0
removed by the inclination supposed ; and s-in. �2.e
25' : 1 7,4 = rad.
centre of buoy
: 45,63 ft.=hei�htof D:i e metacentre abo\"e the or1g1nale
_
1 1 ,42, we haYe r1 : sin. 4' = 1 1 42 :
ancy O. A"'aln, putting r1
4,35 feet ; h�nce, ee1 , the " equiJil>rating le,·er," or distance ap�rt of
13,05 feet, and the statical monient
CG and P 01 is 1 7,4 - 4,35
is, therefore, 9060 . 13,05 = 1 16058,6 ft.-tons ; ,vhich, for a distance
of 25 feet from the centre of oscillatiou, C gives a stability or restoring power of 4642 tons. J
F
§ 290. Oblique Floatation.-Tbe formula 8 = P ( ; + e sin.

=

=

=

=

=
=

t)

for the stability of a floating body rnay be also applied to find the dif
ferent positions of floating bodies, for if we put f)' 0 \Ve obtai'n the
equation for a second position of equilibrium, whose solution leads to
the uetern1ination of the corresponding
Fig. 380.
angle of inclination. The equation
'
a
F1 + e sin.
. qi = 0,
r-. re, -=-tb ere,o
mus t be
F-

=

solved with respect to q,.
The transverse section of a paralle lo
piped .11.IJ, Fig. 380, is F = HR.DE
H1 R1 DE
by, if b be the breadth .JlB
HR, and y the perpepdicular depth
ER = IJR ; further, the transverse sec
tion F1 = HOH1 = ROR1 as a rectan 
gular triangle ,vith the leg OH = OR =
½ b, and the leg :
! b2 tang. qi.
HH = RR1 = ½ b tang. q,, F1
If, further, th� centre of gravity F is distant from the base FU
HH,_ = ! b tang. t, and if from O about O U = ½ OH= b, it fol
lows that the horizontal distance of the centre of gravity F from the
middle 0, = OK = ON + NK = OU cos. 4>
FU sin. t = ½ b cos.
t + i b tang. 4' sin. IJ>, and the arm:
sin. q,2
b - -.
a = KLe= 2 OK = b cos.
cos. 4>
A�cor�in� to this the equation for the oblique position of equili
brium 1s :
¼ b2 tang. q, (} b cos. 4>2
•
b sin. q,2)
- e sin. t = O,
by cos. cf,
•
or, sin.
- tsu bshtuteu,
tang. � be1ng
.
,1
.

=

=

=

=

½

i

+

t

+½

cos. 'I'

=

qi + ½

=
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sin. ♦ [ ( r1z + ,}4 tang. •') b2 -ey] = 0 ;

which equation "·ill be satisfied by :

f1 2 e Y - 1 .
� b'
The first equation, when t =- 0, corresponds to upright, and the
second to oblique floatation. The possibility of the latter requires
that ;; > i11 • If now h be the height of the parallelopiped, and , its
sin. t == 0 and by tang. ♦ == ,/2

specific gravity, we then have:
y =- , h and e == h - y =- ( 1 - , ) It, hence it follows that
2
2
,) h, _ e
tang. t - v✓2 f6 , ( l 1,
2
�
b
and the equation of condition of oblique floatation is:
1
h
I
°
>
l, � 6 , ( 1 - ,)

Exampk,.-1. If the floating parallelopiped is as high as it is broad, and has a spe

✓ 3 - 2 1 ; hence,
cific gravity a
i,
then the tang. ♦ ise-= .,/ :l .,/ � • i - 1
°
♦
45 .
2. If the height /a -= 0,9 of the breadth b, and the specific gravity ½, we have then
tang. ♦ - .,/ 3 . 0,81 - 2 a= ✓ 0,43 =- 0,6557 ; hence, t
33° 15'.

=

=

=

=

=

§ 291. Specific Gravity.-=-The law of buoyancy of water may be
applied to the determination of the density, or the specific gravity of
bodies. From § 284, the upward pressure of water is equal to the
"·eight of liquid displaced ; hence if V is the Yo)ume of a body and ,-1
the density of the liquid, we then have the buoyancy P =- V,-1 • If
now ,-1 be the density of the mass of the bodies, we then have the
weight of the body G - Vr, ; hence the ratio of the densitiese.!!. -= Ge,
p
'Y1
i. e. the density of the body immersed is to the density of the fluid as
the absolute weight of tM body to the buoya11cy or loss of weight by
immersion.
Therefore, y1 = � ,,1, and r1 ='Ys; or if r be the density of

i

water, , 1 the specific gra\·ity of the liquid, and ,1 that of the body,
then will ,-1 =- , 1-,, and rs -= ,2.,, ,1 :::s G ,1, and , 1 :::s p ,1• If, therep
G
fore, the weight of a body or its loss of weight by immersion is
known, then the density or the specific gravity of the mass _ of _a body
!1 13Y be found from the density or specific gravity of the hqu 1d, a_nd
ln\"erse!y, the d�nsity or specific gravity of the first, from the density
or specific �ra,·1ty of the last.
If the fluid in which the solid body is weighed is water, we then
�ave . ' 1 =- 1, and -,1 - "I - 1000 kilogrammes, or 62,5 lbs., accord1ng as we take the cubic metre or cubic foot for unit of volume, hence
for this case the density of the body is :
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r2 =

· ·
absolute weight .
G
times the density of water,
. .
p r=

loss ot weight
and the specific gravitye:
absolute weight
G
'2 = .
.
•
==
P
Joss of weight
To estimate the buoyancy or Joss of weight, as well as to determine
the weight C, we u1ake use of an ordinary balance, only that below
one of the scale pans of this balance there is appended a hook, to
which the body may be suspended by a fine thread or fine wire, whilst
it dips into the water contained in a vessel underneath. A balance
arranged for the weighing of bodies in water is commonly called a
hvdrostatic balance.
If the body whose specific gravity we wish to determine is lighter
than water, we may connect it mechanically with another heavy body
so as to make it sink. If this heavy body loses the weight P and
the system the "·eight P1 , the loss of weight of the lighter body�' p=
P1-P2, now if G represents the loss of weight of the lighter body
'
we have then its specific gravity :
•2

•

G
== p

=

G .

Pl-P2

If the specific gravity of a mechanical combination, or a composi
tion of t,vo bodies, and the specific gravities of their constituents ,
and , are known, from the weight of the whole, the weights G and
G2 m�y be estimated. In every case G1 + G2 = G, and als� the

G =- volumee-,
G therefore :

G

volume---1 + volumee�
1 1'Y

12'Y

''Y

By combining these equations we have :
- + - = -·
1
GI

G2

'1

'2

G

G1 =

G1 =

G ( - �)
1
I
1

2

+(! -

1

) , and

11

12

'2

11

a ( 1 - !) +(! _ !).
I

'1

Ezan,pla.-1. If a piece of limestone, weighing 310 grains, becomes 12 1,5 grains
310
2,55.-2. To find the
lighter when under water, its specific gravity ise•
121,5
specific gravity of a piece of oak, round which a piece of lead has been wrapped and
which has lost by being weighed in water 10,5 grains; if now the wood itself wei�hed
4 26,?grains, and the system under water was 484,5 grains lighter than in the air, the
specific gravity of the mass of wood would be :
426,5
426,5
O'9.
1
4
484,5
10,5
74
.
�- Ao iron vessel, completely filled with quicksilver and perfectly closed, has a
net
�eight of 500 lbs., and has lost 40 lbs. in the water ; if now the specific gravity of
cast
iron
7,2, and that of quicksilver is 13,6, the weight of the empty vessel is:
1
1
1
G' == 500 ( 40
)
) . (

=

=

=

=

=

=

:iOO - 1 3,6 -;- 7,2

-

13,ti

=- 500 (0,0 8 - 0,07353) + (0,1388-0,0735)
323
=- 5000. 060,00647
=
-= 49,
3
5

,

5

.

6�3

5

lbs.,
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nnd the weight of the encloscJ quicksilver:
GD

· o.o 59s
= 500 (008-0o1388) : (0 07353 - 0 13S8) = 5ooO 0653
'
2940
= 6,53 = 450,2 lbs.
I

I

I

I

Remark 1. For ll.te determination of the specific grnvitjes of liquids, meal, corn, &c.,
the mere weighing in open air is sufftcient, because "'e may give to tbe bodies any
volurne at will, uy filling vessels \Villi them. If an empty bottle weighs
G, and the
lillltle filled ,vith water G1, and the "'eight G., if il contain any ot.ber substance, we shall
_ For example, to find
then have the specific gravities of m�es of these :o, = G,.-Go

=

G1 - G

the specific gravity of rye (not rye grains), a bottle is filled ·with the grains, and after
much shaking, then \.vejgbe<l. Afier clclluction of the wt-igbt of the empty bottle. the
Weight of the rye waso= 120,75 gnns., anti the \\•eight of an equal quantity of \\'t\ter
120,75
0,776; and, tJierefore, 1
155,65o1· the weight of tho rye is nocordingly
1�505
1
cubic foot of this gcnin weighs
48,5 lbs.
0,776 • 62,5
R<mark 2. The proble1n solved by Archimedes of finding the ratio of the constituents
frorn ,he specific gravity of a mixturl', and from the specific gravity of its constituents,
atlmitsoulyofa li111itcd npplic·ation to cbemical combinations, metallic alloys,&c.1 becanse
a contraction or expansion of tbe mass generally takes place, ro that the volume of the
mixture is no longer equal to the sum of the volumes of the oon�ituents.
Rtmark 3. The further extension of this subject, namely, its application tO the measure
ment of volume, &c., l,clongs to physics and chemistry.

=

=

=

=

=

§ 292. .llreo1neter.-Areometers are principa1ly used to determine
the density of liquids. These instruments are hollow bodies, formed
about a symmetrical axis, whose centres of gravity lie very low, and
by floating perpendicularly in liquids, give their density.
They are made of glass, brass, &c. , and are ca11ed, ac Fig. 3 1.
cording to the t'arions purposes for which they are intended
hyclrostatic balances, salzometers, hydrometers, alcoholo�
meters, &c. There are t\VO kinds of hydrometers, viz.,
the \\1 eight and the scalf> hydrometer. The first are often
used for the determination of the ,veights, as was the
specific gravity of solid bodies.
I . If V be the volume of the portion of a hydrometer
.llBC, Fig. 381, floating freely, and immersed up to a
certain mark O i n the water, G the weight of the ,�·hole
�ala_nce, P the weight placed upon the plate ,vhile float
ing: 1n the v..ater, whose density may be = 'Y., and P the
,ye1�ht required to l>e pu t on to make it float in any �tber
hqu1<l of the density ,-1, "'e sha11 then have
•
V,. = 1' + G and Vr1 = P1 + G ; hence,
P1 + G
-r1 - ---

"I - P + G ·
2 · If P be the \veigb t which must be put upon thP plate to make
the. hydrometer .IJBC, Fig.
382 sink up to a mark O, and P1 the
we!ght which must be put up�n ./J togeth with the body to be
weighe_d, to obtain the same immersion ,ve ershall then ha,·e simply
,
the ,ve1ght of this body G = p p • But if p must be augmented
_ 1
1
by P,., ,vhen the body to 1be "'eighed
is put into the cup D under the
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Fig. 382.

Fig. 383.

surface, to preserve the depth of immersion unchanged,
P1 will then be the buoyancy, and hence the specific
gravity of the body :
P - Pl
G
I = -l = ---=--•
P2
P1
Those hydrometers which have a cup suspended belo,v
for the determination of the specific gravities of solid
bodies, minerals for instance, are called Nicholson 's
hydrometers.
3. Let the weight of a hydrometer .11.BC, Fig. 383
= G, and the volume immersed, if this balance float�
in water, = V, then G = V,-. If the balance rise by
OX = x, when immersed i n a heavier liquid, for the
transverse section F of the stem, the volume immersed
ise= V - FX, and hence G = ( V - Fx) r1 ; the two
formulre, divided by one another, give the density of the
liquid:
V
p
+
=
· 'Y r ( I - V x) = ,y+ ( I-�x) .
'Y1 = V.Fx
If the liquid in which the hydrometer is immersed, be
lighter than the water, it will sink in it to a depth x, for
,vhich reason, G = ( V + Fx) 'Y, and hence we must put
r1 = r+ ( 1 + ,,. x).
To find the co-efficient ,,. = ;, the balance is loaded.

with a weight P of quicksilver, which is poured in and
takes the lo\vest position, so that "·bile floating in water
a considerable length l of the stem to which the scale i�
applied, sinks lower down. If now we put P = Fl,- '
,ve shall then obtain :
p
F = p
� = V Vl r - Gf

Examples.-1. If a Nicho]soo·s hydrometer weighs 65 grains, 13,5 grains must be
taken otf tlie plate' that it may sink 10 tbe same depth in alcohol as it does in watero. llae
3�
6
specific gnivity of alcohol iso= �� .n = 1-0,208= 0,792.-2. Tho normal weight

'

of a Nicholson's balance is 1500 grains, i.e. 1500 grains require to be put on to make
tile instrument sink to 0 · from this 1030 Jtrains must be taken uy the weighing of a piec
1
e
of brass placed upon tbe upper plate, and 121 ,5 to be added if this l>o<ly is placed on the
lower plate. The absolute weight of this piece of brass is therefore
1030 grains, and"
its specific gravityo= l030
ft
8I47.-3. A scale areometer, of 1 162 grains weight
1 a er
121 5
having been lightened by 4 65 grains, rises 6 inches, and has tberefore the co-efficient ,.,.
465
405
0,00686. Aller complete flIling and restorauon of tLe ,veiµlu of
- 1 162_6
677-i =
1 1 6� grains, it ascends, when floating io
a saline solution, 2 1'€ .iuch�s ; hence' the
specific gravity of tl1js is :

=

=

=

= l + ( 1 - 0,00680 X �
) = 1 + 0,083 = 1,02.
l�

Remark. The further extensjon of Lhis sul,ject belongs to physics, clie1nistry, anu tech
no!ogy.

LIQUIDS OF' DCFFERENT DENSITIES.
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§ 293. Liquids of Dijl'ere11,t Densities.-If se�eraJ liquids, of dif
ferent densities, are in the same vessel, "'ithout their exerting any
c�emical action upon each other, from the ready
Fig. 384•
displacement of their particles, they arrange
themselves above each other, according to their
specific gravities, viz. the dense..t belo,v, then
the Jess dense, and then the lightest. The
limiting surfaces are also in a state of equili
brium, as likewi...e the free surface horizontal ;
for as long as the surface of limitation EF be
tween the masses JJf ancl N, Fig. 384, is in
clined, columns of fluid, of different densities,
like GK, G1 K1 , rest on the horizontal stratum
HR, and hence the pressure on this stratum wiJl not be everywhere
the same · and lastly, no equilibrium ""ill subsist.
In com�unicating tubes .fJB and CD, Fig. 385, the liquids arrange
themselves one above the other, accordingto their densities, only their
surfaces .J1 and D <lo not lie in one and the same le\·e]. If F be the
area llR of the transverse section of a piston, Fig. 386, in the one
branch .fJ.B of two communicating tubes, and the height of pressure or
Fig. 886.

Fig. 386.

the hei ght EH of the surface of the water in the second tube CD
above JIR, = Ii, we then ha,·e the pressure against the surface of the
piston P = F hy . On the other hand, if ,ve replace the pressure of
the piston by a column of liquid .flH, .l?ig. 386, of the heiaht .fJ.H =
h 1 and the density ,,1 , we then have P = Fh 1 r1 ; and equ�ting both
expressions, we obtain the equation h1 ,,1 = h, r or the proportion
,,.l,
'Y

T
l,

=z -.
')'J

1'f:erefore, tlte heights of pressure in communicating tubes,for tlie
subS1,stence of equilibrium between two different liquids, or tile heig/1.ts
of t�e columns of liquid measuredfrom the common plane of contact,
are inversely a� the densities or specific gravities of these liquids.
As mer� u ry 1 s of about 13,6 times the density of wafer, a column of
mercury, 1n como1 �1 nicating tubes, "·ill hold in equilibriu m a rolumn
of ,vater of 13 ,6 times the height.
29
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C H A P T E R I I I.
ON THE EQUILIBRJUM A.ND PRESSURE OF AlR.

§ 294. Tension of Gases.-The atmospheric ai r which surro unds
us, as well as all kinds of air or gases, possesses, in Yirtue of the
repulsive force of its parts or molecules, a tendency to occupy a
greater and greater space ; hence, we can obtain a limited mass of
The force with
air only by confining it in perfectly closed vessels.
whi ?h gases ende�a vor to dilate th �n:ise�ves is called thei r elasticity,
tension, or expans,,ve force. It exh1b1ts itself by p ressure against the
sides of the vessels which enclose it, and so far differs from the elas
ticity of solids and liquids, that it manifests its action in every condi
tion of density, while the elasticity of the last-mentioned bodies in a
certain state of exp ansion, is nothing. The pressure or tension of air
and other gases is measured by the barometer, the
Fig. 387.
manometer, and the valve. The barometer is chiefly
.-used for determining the p ressure of the atmosphere.
The common, or as it is called, the cistern barometer
Fig. 387, consists of a glass tube, closed at one end
.IJ. and open at the other B, which, when filJecl with
mercury, is inverted, and its open end immersed i n
a cistern likewise containing mercu ry. By the in
version of this inst rument, there remains in the tube
a column of mercury BS, whiche(§ 393) is sustained
in equilibrium by the pressure of the air on the sur
face of mercury HR. The space ./J.8 above the mer
curial column is depril'ed of ai r, or a vacuum ; hence
there is no p ressu re on this column from above, fo;
,vhich reason, the height of the mercurial colum n
above the surface of mercury HR in the cistern
'
serves for a measure of the ai r's pressu re.
To measure this height with p recision and convenience, an accu
rately divided scale is appended, which runs lengthwise along the
tube. A more p articular description of the different barometers, and
an explanat ion of their uses, &.c., belong to the department of physics.
§ 295. It h as been found by the barometer, that for a ce rtain mean
state of the atmosphere, and at places very little above the level of
the sea, the air's pressure is held in equilibrium by a column of me r
cury, 76 centimetres, or about 28 Paris inches = 29 Prussi an inches
= 3� English inches nearly, (29,994 exactly.) As the specific
gravity of m �rc1;1ry is �early 13,6 (1 3,598), it follows that the p res
su re of the air 1s equivalent to the weight of a column of ,v ater,
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0,76 . 13,6 = 10,336 metres = 31,73 Paris feet = 32,84 Prussian
feet = 13,598 · 29, 998 = 33,988 English feet.
12
The tension of the air is very often measured by the pressure it
exerts upon a unit of surface. Since a cubic centimetre of mercury
\\'eighs 0,0136 kilogrammes, the pressure of the atmosphere, or the
\\·eight of a column of mercury 76 centimetres high on a base of 1
centimetre square, = 0,0136 . 76 -= 1,0336 kilogrammes, and since
a cubic inch of mercury weighs 66 · l3,6 -== 0,5194 Prussian lbs.,
1728
.
or 62, 5 • 13,6 .. 0,491 lbs. English, the mean pressure of the atmo1 728
sphere is then == 29 • 0,5194 = 15,05 Prussian lbs. on the square
inch, = 2167 lbs. on the square foot, and ii\ English measure =
30 . 0,491 == 14,73 on the square inch, = 2181,12 lbs. avd. on the
square foot. 14,76 lbs. per square inch is the standard usu_a11y adopted.
In mechanics, the mean pressure of the atmosphere_ 1s coml'!1onJy
taken as unit1, and other expansive forces referred to this and assigned
in atmospheric pressures, or atmospheres. Hence, to a pressure of n
atmospheres corresponds a mercurial column of 30 . n inches, o� a
weight of 14, 73 lbs. on each square inch ; and inversely, to a mercurial
column of h inches corresponds a tension of � == 0,03571 h ore= to
2
= 0,0333 h atmospheres, and to a pressure of p lbs. on the square
inch, a tension of
=- 0,0644 P or /,, = 0,0678 atmospheres.
15
1
05
'
14'72
'
.. �
•
.
h
·p or h
p
The equation = __.;:;___
- = __
gh•e the formulre of
28
15,05 30
14, 73
re?uction h = 1 ,8604 p inches and p == 0,5315 h lbs., or h = 2,036
p inches, and p = 0,491 h lbs. English. }...or a tension h inchese= p
lbs., the pressure against a plane surface of F square inches: P =
Fp = 0,491 Fh lbs. English, or == 0,5375 F h lbs. Prussian.
Example,.-t . If the water in a \\'ater-pressure engine stands 250 feet above the sur•

face of the piston, the pressure against the surface will then be

at·

mospheres.-2. If the blast of a cylindrical bellows has a tension of J,2 atmospheres, its
pressure on every square inch
17,676 lbs., and on the surface of the
1,2 . 14,73
1
Pist0n of 60 inches diameter == ., · 50 . 1 7,676==34707 tbs. As the atmosphere exerts 8

=

.

250_
= 7.35
= 33,98�

counter-pressure ., · :;o• . J4,73
4
2 8922,3 - 6784,7 lbs.

=

4

= 28922,3 lbs., the pressure on the piston is == 34696-

296 . M_anometer.-To find the tension of gases or vapors enclosed
.10 !vessels
use of,
,

instruments similar to the barometer are made
which are called manometers. These instruments are filled with mer
cury or wat�r, and are either open or closed ; but in the latter case,
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the upper part is either a vacuum or full of air. The T"acuum mano
meter, Fig. 388, differs little from the ordinary barometer. To
measure by this instrument the tension of air in a reservoir, a tube
GK is fitted in, one end of which G passes into the reservoir, and the
other K projects above the surface of mercury CE in the cistern of
the instrument. The space EFHR above the m�rc� r� is hereby put
into communication with the air-holder, and the air 1n it assumes the
tension of the air in the bolder, and forces into the tube a column of
mercury 08, which sustains in equilibrium the pressure of the air
which is to be measured.
The siphon manometer, .11.BC, Fig. 389, open above, gives the
Fig. 388.

Fig. 389.

Fig. 390.

excess of tension above the pressure of the atmosphere in the vessel
.MN, because the pressure of the atmosphere on S, joined to that of
the mercurial column RS, is in equilibrium with the tension. If b
be the height of the barometer, and h that of the m�nometer, or the
difference of heights RS of the surfaces of mercury 1n both branches
of the manometer, we shall then have the tension of the air com
municating ,vith the shorter branch measured by the height of a
column of mercury : b1 = b + h, or the pressure measured on a
square inch p = 0,491 ( b + h) lbs. ; or if b be the mean height of the
barometer, p = 14,73 + 0,491 h lbs .
. Cistern manometers, Fig. 390, ABCE, are more common than
siphon manometers. A_s the air here acts through a grea_ter _quantity
of � ercury or water, as 1t may be, upon the column of fluid, its oscil
lations do not so quickly affect the column of fluid, and its measure
ment, ,vhen thus at rest, is rendered both easier and more accurate.
For the sake �f convenience of measuring by, or rea1ing off from the
sca ) e, a float 1� not unfrequently attached to it, ,vh1ch rests on the
mercury, and ts connected with an index hand, accompanying the
scale by means of a thread passing over a small ro1ler.
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The expansive force of a gas or ,·a•
Fig. 391 .
por enclosed in �IN may be like,vise
determined, but \\'ith less accuracy, by
the help of a valve DE, Fig. 391, if the
sliding \Veight is so placed that it is in
equilibrium with the pressure of the air
or vapor. If CS= s be the distance
of the centre of gravity of the lever from
the fulcrum C, C.11. = a the arm of the
,veight, an<l Q the weight of the lever "'ith its val�·e, ,ve then have
the statical moment ,vith \Vhich the valve is pressed down by the
,veight = G a + Q s ;• if DO\\' the pressure of the gas or vapor from
belo,v = P, the pressure of the nt1nosphere from abovee= P1 , and
lastly, the arm CB of the valvee= d, ,ve then have the statical moment
'\\1ith which the valve strives to lift itself up = (P- P ) d, and by
1
equating the 1no1nents of both :
Gae+ Qs
Pd - P1 d = Ga + Qs, and P = P1 +
·
d
If r represent the radius ½ DE of the valve, p the inte�n�l and P1
the external tension, measured by the pressure on a square inch, ,ve
then have: P = " rp and P1 = " r p1 ; hence, p = P1 + Ga
"' + Qs
d·

r

that or tho buro1ncter 27 inches, the corrc�ponding expansive force is then h
b )11
27
3,5
30,5 iocues, or JJ
0,401e. h = 0,491e. 30,5=14,97 lbs.-2. If the; height of
a water-1nano1neter is 2 1 inches, the expansive force corretzponcling to thi$1 wi1.h the
l1eight of the boro1neter et 27 inches, is:
2
h
L
27
28,54 inches= 14,01 lbs. Engli�h.
13,6
3. If the statical moment of an unloaded safety·valve is 1 0 inch lb:,., the statical mo
inent of a 10 lhs, slit.ling ,veigbt J 5. 10
150 iuch lbs., the arm of the valve measured,
from tho valve to the fulcrum, 4 inches, onJ tlie radius of the valve 115 inches, then the
ditrorence of the pressures on both surfaces of the valve is:
P -P ,e= 150+e10 = l 60 =e5,66 1bs.

.Examplt1.-l. If tbe heigb t of mercn ry of a manometer, open' above, is 3,5 inches1 but

+ =

= + =

=

= +

=

=

,,, (l,5t . 4

= 9 ,,,

14 lbs., the tension of the air below the valve
Were the pressure oftLe atmosphere p 1
would from this amount top= 19,66 lbs.

· § .297. Law of �fariotte.-The tension of gases increases ,vith
their density ; the more a certain quantity of air is compressed or
condensed, the greater is its tension ; and the greater its tension, the
more. it is allowed to expand or become rarefied, the less does its ex
pansive force exhibit itself. The ratio in which the tension and the
density, or t�e volume of the gases, stand to each oth�r, is expressed
_
by the law d1scovere<l by Mariotte, and named after him. This la�
assume� that the density of one and tlie same quantity of air or _gas is
proport1onal to its tensione; or, as the spaces which are occupie<l
_e. by
one and the same mass are inversely proportional to the <lensities,
• _ If the ,veight of the lover and valve l.,e counterpoised by a weight attat>hed to a cord,
P88t;1ngup,\·ar<ls nnc.l over a pulley above S. the mtical moment ill reduced to Ga.-Ax. Eo.
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that tile volume <if one and the same mass <if gas is inversely as its ex
pansiveforce. Accordingly, if a certain quantity of air becomes com
pressed to one-half its original volume, its density is therefore doubled,
its tension is also as great again as at first ; and on
Fig. 392the other hand, if a certain quantity of air be expanded to one-third of Its o_rigina1 � � lk, t�erefore, its
density reduced one-third, _ it� e1ashc1t_y will be equal
to one-third only of its original tens1? n. If atmo
spheric air, for example, under the piston EF of a
cy]inder .llC, Fig. 392, be supposed to press with
15 lbs. on eyery square inch, it will press on the
piston with a force of 30 lbs., if this piston be pushed
to E1 F1 , and the enclosed air co1npressed to one half
1
t==�--- its original volume, and this force "'ill amount to
3
15 = 45 lbs., if the piston come to E2F2, and describes two-third�
of the whole height. H the area of the piston be 1 square foot, the
pressure of the atmosphere against it will amount to = 144e. 15 =
2160 lbs.; hence, to press down the piston one-half the height of the
cylinder, it will require 2160 lbs., and to push it down
F ig. 393.
two-thirds of this height 2 • 2160 = 4320 lbs. to be
exerted.
G
T�e law of M�riotte may be likewise pro�·e<l by
pouring m_ercury into_ the tube G![ communicating
r., with the air of a cylinder .IJC, Fig. 393. If a co
;;;;
lumn of air .fl C be original�y enclosed by the quan
=
=
tity of mercury DEFH, which has the same tension
=
B
as the external air, and afterwards be compressed to
Al "l rl l
JJ - JW. r
. • 2 1; H,! one-half or one-fourth its volume by the addition of
fresh mercury, we shall then find that the distances
§ H, of the surfaces of G1]1i, G2JI..i, &c., of mercury are
,! - ..
--;
SH
DF�
F equivalent to the single and tre�le height of the ba
E
rometer b, &.c., that, therefore, if we add to this the
single height, corresponding to the external pressure
of the air, the tension will be twice or four times as great as that due
to its original volume.
_e ?'1 the corresponding
The tensions are h and h;i or p and p1 , "t a�d
densities and V and V the volumes appertrun1ng to one and the same
quantity 'or air, we the� have, according to the law laid do,vn :

j

Jiu�. �

D=
�I=
/ ===E!

-

:!_

= vl = !::_ = .!!_; hence

h
h
y = Pt 'Y and vl = 1 V =
1i1
h
p
From this the density and also the volume
one tension to another.
"11

V

hl

P1

'Y1 ;:::: ___,!_

p
V.

P1
may be reduced from

Examples.-!. If in a blowing machine, the manometer stnn<l at 3 inches, whilst the
28
3
barometer is at 28 i11ches, the density of the wind is
=
1 1 107 times
2�
2�

•

'

+ =�=
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that of the external air.•-2. If a cubic foot of atmospheric air, \\�ith the barometer at 28
1 nches, weighs

62•5

770

lbs. ; with the barometer at 34 inches it will weigh:

62.5
34
.
770
28

=

21250
21560

= O,985 lbs.

§ 298. The mechanical effect \vhich must be expended to condense
a certain quantity of air to a certain degree, and the
Fig. 394·
effects which the air by its expansion \vill produce,
cannot be directly assigned, because the expansive
force varies at every moment of condensation or ex
tension ; ,ve must therefore endeavor t o find a special
formula for the calculations of this value. Let us
imagine a certain quantity of air .llF, enclosed in a
cylinder .BC, Fig. 394, by a piston EF, and let us
inquire what effect must be expended to push for
ward the piston through a certain space EE1 = FF1•
If the original tension = p, and the original height
of the capacity of the cylinder = s0, and the tension
after describing the space EE1 = p1, and the residuary volum� of
air = s., the proportion p1 : p = s0 : si then holds true, and gives

P1

= � p.

While describing a very small space E1Ei = x, the tension Pi
may he regarded as invariable, and hence the mechanical effect to be
expended is = .llp1x = ./Jpsox , when ./J represents the surface of the
$1

piston
. It follows from the properties of logarithms, that a very small mag
nitude y = liyp. log. (1 + y) = 2,3026 Log. (I + y), if hyp . log.
represents the hyperbohc, ancl Log. the common logarithms; we may
consequently put
S1

.flps0

But no\v :

�

= ./Jps0 h'!fP. log. (1 + �)

= 2,3026 .IJ.p.,0 log. (1 + �)
�

�

+ {)

st ♦ x
=hyp. log. ( : ) :r:hyp. log. (s1 + x}--hyp. log. s1 ;
,
hence the elementary mechanical effect ise:
= _.1Jps0 [hyp. log. (s1 +x)-hyp. log. s1].
.
Let us 1mag1ne the whole space EE to be made up of very small
parts! such as x, and t herefore put EE i = nx, ,ve shall find the me•
chanical _effects corresponding to all th�se parts, if in the last formula
we substitute for
s1, s1 + Xi st + 2 x, Si + 3 x, . . . to s1 + (n--1) x, and for
S1 + x, s1 + 2 x, st + 3 x, &c., to s + n.x, or s0,
1

hyp. log. ( 1

• For COlTipariwns with the manometer the division of a barometer ought not to be
into either inches or metres, but into 1000th parts of 1 atmoq,hcrt.-A>t:, En.
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and by summation the "'hole expenditure of mechanical effect in de
scribing the space s0-s1 :
hyp. log. (s1 +x)-hyp. log. s1
hyp. log. (s1 + 2 x)-hyp. log. (s1 +x)
hyp. log. (s1 + 3 x)-hyp. log. (s1 + 2 x)
L = ./Jps0
•
•
•
•

•
•

hyp. log. (s1 + nx)-hyp. log. [s1 + (n-l ) x]
== .llps0 [hyp. log. (s1 + nx)-hyp. log. s1 ]
m.llps0 (hyp. log. s0-hyp. log. s1 ) = .llps0 hyp. log. (�),

since one member in the one Jine always cancels one member in the
following one.
8
Since 0 = . h1 = Pi , this mechanical effect may be put :
p
s1
h
L = .flps0 hyp. log. (:) = .llps0 hyp. log. (;1) .

If we put the space described by the. piston s0 - s1 7 s, we �hall
hence find that the mean force of the piston p condensing the air is
in the. proportion
s
p == L = .llp o hyp. log. (Pi) .
� = !!J
,
p
s
s
p
h
Let .IJ = 1 (square foot) and s0 = 1 (foot), we obtain the mechanical
effect produced
2,3026 p log. (�) .
L =- p hyp. log.
.
' .
p
p
_This formula gives the !11echanical . effect which must be expended
to convert a unit or cubic foot of Bir of a lower pressure or tension
p into a higher tension p1, and to reduce it thereby to the volume
cubic feet. On the other hand :

(ll) -

(p)
P1

L - p1 hyp. log. (;1 ) == 2,3026 p1 log. (Pi)
expresses the effect which a unit of volume of gas �ves out or
pro
duces when it passes from a higher pressure p1 to a lower p.
To reduce by condensation a mass of air of the volume V, and
tension p to the Yolume V1, and the tension p == _!: p, the me
chanical
1
v

effect requisite to be expended is V p h . log. (;,) , and wh
en, in.
yp
versely, the volume V1 at a tension p is converted by expansion
into the
1
voluine V, and into the tension p = � p , the effect :
l

1

. V p hyp. log. (;,) - V, p, hyp. log. ( )
.
�
will be given out.
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. Ex'!mplu.-t. Tf a blast oonverls 10 cubic feet of air per second, of2S inches ten!ioo,
into air of 30 inches tension, tho effect to be expended upon this for every second will
be = 1 7280e. 0,401e. 28 hyp. log. (�)e= 237565 (hyp. log. l6-/1yp.log. 14-) =237505
:.!8

=

=

=

1365.8 .ft. lbs.
(2,708050 - 2,639057)
2375-05 . 0,068993
10390 inch lbs.
:2. Ir o. rnass of vapor in a stea1n engine wlow the surface of n piston ..i
,r81
20 1
8'Jllllre inc-bes, !tauds 15 inches high, and v:ith a tension of tbrc>o atmospheres, pushes
up theepiston 25 inches, the mecLn.nical effec t evolved, and ,vhich is expendeJ on the
.
pu1ton, 11,:
133:232 hyp. log. f
l-201e.3 . 14,73e. 15 hyp. log ( 15;;25 )
=:= 13323'2 • 0,980h3
..
10881 fee:t lbs., and lhe mean force of the
130:i67 incu lb
p1scon, without regnrd 10 its friction and the oounter prel!sure, is:
130567
5222 lbs.
�5

=

=

=

=
=
=

=

§ 299. Strata of .llir.-Air enclosed i n a vessel is at different
depths of different density and tension, for the upper strata press
together the lo\ver on \Vhich they rest, so that there are only one and
the same density and tension in one and the same horizontal stratum,
and both increase ,vith the depth. But i n order to discof'er the Ia,v
of this increase of density do\vn�'ards, or the decrease up\vards, we
must adopt a method very siinilar to that of the former paragraph.
Let us i1nagine a vertical column of air .11.E, Fig.
Fig. 395 ·
395, of the transYerse section .11.B = I, and of the
heig ht.llP = s. Let the density of the lower stratum
= r, and the tension = p, and the density of tl1e ]J - -,.,·
upper stratu1n EF = rv and the tension = p1 , we
F. §
,
�£I
�
' S - · �E
shaJI then have !!. = P1• If x is the height EE1 of the
F�-·-·
�� .... ��
r P
.
.
s�ratum E1 F, ,,·e have its ,veight, and hence also the
�·..-....j
.
dimin ution of its tension corresponding to :
. .
�-. .. �
y = 1 • x . ,,1 = xrp1 , and inversely,
p
x = E. • JL, or as in the former paragraph :

t.. ...
rr-

x

AL.l

= !!.r hyp. log. (1 + 1-) == p [hyp. log. (p + y) -hyp. log. P ]·
"t

Pi

i
r
P
successively
(n-l) y,
Pi + Y, P1 + 2 y, p1 3 y, &c., to p1
and add the corresponding heights of the strata or values of x, and
we shall then obtain the height of the entire column of air, as in the
for1ner §.
s = P (l1yp. log. p-1,yp. log. p1 ) = P l1yp. log. ( P) , also

Let us put for p1,

'>'

s

=

p

r

1

1

+

ltyp. log.

+

r

(!_bi ) = 2,302 P log. (!!..b1 ),

·r. b and h1 are the heio-hts of

Pi

the barometer correspond ing to the ten -

r

sions J? and p1 •
If, •n �ersely, the eight s is gil"en, the expansive f rce and density
�
?
of the air correspondin
g to it may be caJcuJated. It 1s :
1

0
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- e '' , therefore ,.1

= ,.e

_,..,

P ,

where e == 2, 71828

is the base of the hyperbolic system of logarithms.

Remark. This formula is applicable to thP measurement of height,. Leaving the tem.

perature out of consideration, we may put ,= 58604
. LJg.

for the English measure = 60000 Log. (:).
;
(.!!_)
b1
J

.Examplu.-1. If the height of the barometer at the foot of a mountain be 28 inches
'
and at the top 25 inches, the height of this mountain will be :
4640 Prussian feeL-2. The density of
58604 . 0791813
, = 58604 . Log.

(!�) =

=

== lOOOO
0,1706 •'
the air on a mountain 10,000 feet high is: Log• .!..
58604
,,,
.
1
1
"e
"
I( ; it is therefore only
0,67.,
6 7½ per cent.
J,481 , and hence, _
of
1,481
,,
)'1
the density of that at the foot.

=

= -- =

=

§ 300. Gay-Lussac's Law.-Heat or temperature has an essential
influence on the de nsity and expansive force of gases. The more air
enclosed i n a vessel becomes heated, the greater does its expansive
force exhibit . itself, and the higher that the temperature of the ait ·
enclosed by a pisto n in a vessel is raised, the more it expands, and
pushes against the piston . From the experiments of Gay-Lussac
which in later times have bee n repeated by Rudberg, Magnus and
Regnault, it results that for equal densities the expansive force, a nd
for equal expansive forces the volume of one and the same quantity
of air increases as the temperature. We may place this law by the
side of that of Mariotte, and n ame it, for disti nction 's sake, Gay-Lus
sac's law.
A ccording to the latest experiments, the expansive force of a definite
volume of air i ncreases by being heated from the freezing to the boil.
ing point, by 0,367 of its orig:inal valu_e, or fo_r _this i ncrease of tem.
perature the volume of a definite quantity of air increases, the tension
remaining the same, by 36 ,7 per cent. If the temperature is given
i n centigrade degrees, of which there are 100 between the freezing
and boiling point, it follows that the expansion for each degree is =
0,00367, and for t degrees temperature = 0,0036 7 . t ; if we make
use of Fahrenheit's thermometer, which contains bet,veen the freez.
ing and boiling point 180°,for each degree the expansion ise= .002039
and for t degrees temperature = .002039 . t. This co-efficieent is tru�
only for atmospheric air; slightly greater values correspond to other
g�ses, a nd even for atmospheric air, this co-efficient increases slightly
with the temperature.
If _a mass of air of the origi nal volume �' and of the temperature
( � enhgrade) 0°, be heated t degrees ,vithout assuming a different ten.
sion, the new ,·olume is then V = ( I + 0, 0036 7 t) V0, and if it acquire
the temperature t1 , it will then assume the volume : V1 = (1 +
0,0036 7 t1) V0, and by dividing the ratio of the ,·olumes :
V
1 + 0,00367 t
V:- = 1 + 0,00367 ti '
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on the other hand, the corresponding ratio of densitye:
v. 1 0,00367 t.•
r
- - == +
V
1 + 0, 00:367 t
r1
If, moreover, a change take place in the tensions, if p0 is the tension
at zero, p th at at the te mperature t, and p1 that at t1, we then have :
V = (I + 0,00367 t) Po �' further vl == (1 + 0,00367 tl ) Po Vo,
P1
P
hencee:
� == � + 0,00367 t . Pi , and .!.. -= 1 + 0,00367 . t1 • p , or,
,,,.
1 + 0 ,00367 . t p1
v1 1 + 0,00367 t1 p
'Y
1 + 0, 00 367 • tl h
1 + 0,00367 . t b�
,,1
• .
•

- :::I

✓ -

Examp k. If a mass of air, of 800 cubic feet, and of 1i) lbs. tension, and 10° (centi
_
grade) temperature is raised by the blast, and by the warming apparatus of a blast-fur
nace to a tension of 19 lbs. and to a temperature of 200°•, it will at length assume the
�eater volume:
1
1,734 12000
0,00367 . 200
1056 cubic feet (Prussian).
V.
.
. 15 • 800
l

= 1+

+ 0,0036

7,

10

=

19

1,0367

19

=

§ 301. Density of the .flir. -By aid of the formula at the_ end of
the former p aragraph, ,, may now be calculated by the density cor
responding to a given temperature a nd tension of the air. By accurate
weighings and measurements we h ave the "·eight of a cubic metre of
atmospheric air at a temperature of 0°, and 0,76 metre height of baro
meter =- 1,2995 kilogrammes. Since a cubic foot (Prussian) =
0,0309 16 cubic m etre and l kilogramme = 2,13809 lbs. The
density of the air for the relations given i s : = 0,0309 16 . 2,13809 .
1,2995 = 0 ,08590 lbs. If now the te mperature is = t° cent., the
1,2995
density for the },rench measure : 'Y =
ki·1ogrammes ;
I + 0,0036 7 t
0 08590
and for the Prussian measure "1 ==
lbs., and for the
1 + o' ,00367 • t
0,081241
EngIish : r ==
lbs. If now the expansive force varies
1 +0,00204 t
from the mean, if, for example, the height of the barometer is not
O,76 metres, but b, we shall obtain :
=-

.

k.
1 + 0 ,00367 • t 0,76 == 1 + 0,00367 t dog.
.
,,
or if 6, as is commonly the case, be given in Paris inches:
0,003058e. h
lbs.
I
t
+0,0036
'Y 7
· Very often �he expansive force is expressed by the pressure p, on· a
square centimet re or square inch, for this reason the factor
, or P , or P must be introduced, a nd it then· follows
I.. , 36
1 4,73
15,05
that :
1,2995

h

1,71 • b

of

• 10° C.
Ax. Eo.

= 50 F., and �oo° C. .. 3920 F.,-the co-efficient will then be .002039.
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1 ,2995
1,2512p
p
kilog. or
=
1
+
0
,
00
t
36 7 . t · 1, 0336
'Y
1 + 0,00367e.
0 ,08565
_
p
0,00569lp
.
"I _ �----- . _.;;..._ _ _
_;___ _ _--=-_ lbs. pruss1an
1 + 0,00367e. t
1 + 0, 0036 7 . t 1 5, 05
For the same temperature and tension, the density of steam is j of
the density of atmospheric air, for which reason ,ve have for steam :
o,78577 kilog. or
·p
0,8122
=
=
'Y
I + 0,00367 t
1 + 0,00367 t · I, 0336
"I 0,05353
. p = 0,003557p lbs. Prussian
1 + 0, 00367e. t
- 1 + 0,00367 . t 1 5, 06
p
0,050775 . p
lbs.hEnglish.
= I + 0,00204 t 14,73 = 1 0,003441
+ 0,00204 t

=

&amplt1.- l. What weight has the w ind contained in a cylindrical regulator of 40
feet length aud 6 feet width, a t a temperature of 10° and 18 lbs. pressure 1 The density
of this ,vind is:
0,005691 • l S
O, l 0244
.
O0
I 988 lbs. {PruBsian) I
}10367
},0367
the capacity of the regulating vessel is
3' . 40
1131 c11bic feet; hence, the quan
0,0988 . 1 l 31
112 lbs.-2. A steam engine uses per minute 500 cubic
tity of wind
°
feet of vapor, of l 07 C. temperature ancl 36 jnches pressnre, how many pounds of water
are required for the generation of this steam 1 The density of thjs steam is:
0,05353
36
0,05353e. 36
_
010494 lbs. '.
.
°
1,393 . 28
1+0,00367.107
28
hence, the weight of 500 cnbic feet, or the ,veight of the corresponding quantity of
water,e= 500e. 0,0494 = 24,7 lbs.

=

=

=

=

=
= .,, .

=

=

=

� 302. By aid of the results obtained in the last
paragraph, the theory of the air manometer may be
Fig. 396.
explained . This instrument consists of a barometer
tube of uniform bore .8.B, Fig. 396, filled above with
air and be]ow with mercury, and of a vessel CE like
wise containing mercury, ,vhich is put in communi
cation with the gas or vapor whose tension we wish
to find. From the height of the columns of mercury
and of air, the expansive force may be estimated as
follows . The instrument is commonly so arranged
that the mercury in the tube stands at the same levei
as the mercury in the cistern, when the temperature
of the enclosed air t = 50° ( 1 0° C . ), and the tension
in the space EH equal to the mean atmospheric pres
sure b = O,76 metres = 30 inches.
But if for a height of the barometer b, from EH a
column of mercury h1 has ascended into the tube, and
the length of the column of the residuary air is h
2,
.
we ha,�e tben its
. tension
hi b•
= h 1 +h 1"2 b' and hence b1 - h1 + h 1
2
/i
f
I � cha? ge of temperature takes place, the te�perature from obser
Y_ation o f h1 and li is not as at first = t, but t , we then hav
e the ten1
sion of the column2 of ai r:

+
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.11S = hl + h2 1 + 0,00367 . tl b
h2 • I + 0,00367 . t . '
and hence the height of the barometer in question :
.
b1 = h1 + hl + h'J • 1 + 0,00367 tl b.
1 + 0,0036 7 . t .
h,.
For b = 28 inches (Paris), and t z= 10° C., it follows that
._
h whereby = h + h
b1 = h1 + 27 (1 + 0,0036 7 t1) h
,
1,
1
h,
represents the whole length of the tube measured to the surface of
mercu ry HR.
From the height of the barometer b1 , it follows that the pressure on
the square inch (Prussian) is
6 h· + 15,6.· ·.· 27
15
h == 0,538 h
'
- (1 + 0,00367 tl . p=
l
l
.
28
28
h1
+ 14;51 (1+ 0,00367 t) !!:_ lbs.
h2
&ample.-If an air manometer, of 25 inches length, at 21 ° temperature C., indicates a
column of air of 12 inches in length, then the corresponding height of the barometer is:
25
9 . 1,07707e.
b,
25- 12 + 27 ( 1 + 0,00367e. 21) �
13
4
12
13 + 60,58
73,58 inches, and the pressure on a square inch
0,538 . 73,58
39,59 lbs.

=
=
=

=
=

30

= +

